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(1)

AGRICULTURE’S ROLE IN A RENEWABLE
FUELS STANDARD

THURSDAY, JULY 21, 2005

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., in room 1300

of the Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Bob Goodlatte (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Pombo, Lucas, Moran, Gut-
knecht, Johnson, Osborne, Pence, King, Schwarz, Foxx, Conaway,
Fortenberry, Peterson, Holden, Etheridge, Baca, Cardoza, Herseth,
Melancon, Salazar, Barrow, Pomeroy, Boswell, Larsen, Davis, and
Chandler.

Staff present: William E. O’Conner, Jr., staff director; Ben An-
derson, Jeremy Carter, Callista Gingrich, clerk; Lindsey Correa,
Jennifer Daulby, Bill Imbergamo, Josh Maxwell, Tyler Wegmeyer,
Rob Larew, Chandler Goule, and Anne Simmons.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOB GOODLATTE, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH
OF VIRGINIA

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning. This hearing of the House Com-
mittee on Agriculture to review agriculture’s role in a renewable
fuels standard will come to order.

Let me begin by extending a warm welcome to our distinguished
witnesses for today’s hearing before the House Committee on Agri-
culture as we review the renewable fuels standard and its influence
on the agriculture community.

The House and Senate are currently working together on an en-
ergy bill. I believe this is an appropriate time to discuss how agri-
cultural and forestry products, the source of most ethanol and bio-
diesel, will benefit from a renewable fuels standard provision cur-
rently being considered in that energy bill.

The energy bill, however, is not the only legislation to include a
renewable fuels standard. I am pleased to be an original cosponsor
of H.R. 3081, the Renewable Fuels Act of 2005 which was intro-
duced by Representatives Gutknecht and Herseth. I want to com-
mend both of them for their cooperative work together. Congress-
man Gutknecht is a valued subcommittee chairman on this com-
mittee and as we will hear during this hearing, a very important
issue in his State of Minnesota. I also want to commend Congress-
woman Herseth who has her own legislation dealing with Renew-
able Fuels but has shown a very bipartisan approach to this issue
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by also agreeing to be the lead democratic cosponsor on Congress-
man Gutknecht’s legislation. This bill would create an 8 billion gal-
lon renewable fuels standard by the year 2012.

Although I do not represent a major corn-producing district, for-
estry in my State has enormous potential to create renewable fuel.
Almost two-thirds of the Commonwealth is forested, as is much of
the southeastern United States. Trees are an abundant resource
and are available for conversion into both paper and biofuels year
round. The implementation of a renewable fuels standard by the
paper industry alone could promote the production of over 2.4 bil-
lion gallons of ethanol, while at the same time, producing paper
and packing products and ensuring that forest land owners have
strong markets for timber.

Let me also add that, like forestry biomass, Virginia’s many agri-
cultural commodities and animal waste products also have the po-
tential to be essential and beneficial resources of a renewable fuels
standard.

At today’s hearing, we will consider testimony from the Honor-
able Tim Pawlenty, Governor of Minnesota. It is worth noting that
Minnesota has a State mandated renewable fuels program and I
look forward to hearing more about that. We will also hear from
the administration and from some of the agricultural groups that
will produce the feedstock for these biofuels.

As energy prices continue to rise, and as we work to reduce our
dependency on foreign sources of energy, we must do all we can to
promote the development of alternative fuels and create new mar-
kets for agricultural products that service as sources for these
biofuels. At the same time, however, we must also ensure that we
continue to have a reliable and affordable supply of feed for our
livestock industry. As I noted earlier, we are not a major corn-pro-
ducing district but we do produce quite a lot of corn all of which
is fed to livestock in my district. That is a great concern because
we import a tremendous amount more from the Midwest to feed
our livestock. The benefits of reduced reliance on foreign energy
sources, stable energy prices, and new markets for agricultural
products should not be replaced with a risk of increased input costs
for livestock producers. If a renewable fuels standard is imple-
mented, we must work to ensure that there are not unintended eco-
nomic distortions as a result.

That being said, I look forward to hearing from today’s witnesses
and the participation of my colleagues as we discuss this important
issue.

At this time, it is my pleasure to recognize the ranking member
of the committee, the gentleman from Minnesota, Mr. Peterson.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. COLLIN C. PETERSON, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MIN-
NESOTA

Mr. PETERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and thank you for
your leadership along with Representative Gutknecht and Herseth
on this issue.

This is an important issue not only to Minnesota but to the coun-
try. We are making tremendous progress. We have introduced bills
over the years. I think initially it started off at 4 billion gallons.
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I introduced a bill in the 108th Congress at 5 billion and now we
are to 8 billion. Part of the reason we have to keep raising this is
because the industry is meeting or exceeding expectations in terms
of adding production. Right now, there are, I think, four plants
being built in Minnesota as we speak and another three on the
drawing board and that is happening in a lot of other States that
I am aware of as well.

So trying to convince folks to put this 8 billion gallon standard
in is going to be a good thing. But I think the way this is going,
honestly, that we are going to exceed 8 billion gallons before 2012
anyway, but it won’t be a bad thing to have this in the statute.

I am going to take a couple minutes and give people a history
lesson here. Some of us have been around this business for too long
but back in the late 1960’s, I believe, early 1970’s, there were a
couple of guys from my district, a guy named Ray J. Anderson from
Detroit Lakes, and another fellow named Merle Anderson from Cli-
max, MN who got involved with a guy named Al Mavis from Illi-
nois, Springfield, IL, and another guy who was an environmental
officer in Minneapolis named Glen Kikley. They started this gas-
ohol coalition. And they were running all over the country. They
got a 100 percent ethanol car from Brazil that they brought up
here and drove it all over Texas and all over the place. And they
were considered to be certified whackos at the time. I mean, they
got abused and ridiculed like you can’t believe not only by sci-
entists in the universities but even by people in agriculture about
what a crazy idea this was and this is never going to work, but
they didn’t give up.

I was elected then to the State Senate in 1977 and Ray J. Ander-
son got elected to the Democratic National Committee as a commit-
tee man from Minnesota. And he actually got this ethanol provision
in the platform in 1977 in spite of a lot of opposition. We had peo-
ple in the legislature at the time, Jim Nichols who was the commis-
sioner of agriculture under Rudy Perpich, Governor at the time
who all of these folks—the point is that all of these people are the
reason that we are here today. There have been a lot of people that
have gotten behind this. But frankly, it is a pretty easy thing po-
litically, especially in Minnesota to be for ethanol today. It wasn’t
back in the 1970’s and we need to remember these people that
stood up and didn’t give up and stood up against the oil companies
borage of misinformation and all of the other things that we went
through during that period of time.

We appreciate the current Governor. He has been a real leader
on this not only as Governor but when he was in the legislature.
And as I say, Minnesota, if every State was doing what Minnesota
is doing, we wouldn’t even be talking about this bill today if we had
a mandate in every State in the country. We are hoping that this
catches on.

As I have been traveling around as ranking member, I have been
to many States and Governor, you are probably aware of this but
we have actually given the Minnesota law to Mississippi, to Arkan-
sas, a couple of other States. Their legislature are looking at our
law and hopefully going to adopt it. So we have got a lot of good
things going there.
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Now we are leading the charge in Minnesota on biodiesel. We
have the only State in the country that has a 2 percent mandate
that goes into effect, I believe in September for biodiesel. There
was a big fight that went on to get that done, the same kind of
things that we experienced to some extent with ethanol. And hope-
fully that will spread as well around the country.

So I am very optimistic about the ethanol industry. I think with
$60 oil, that is just going to be a positive thing into the future. But
the other thing that I think people need to focus on is that with
these high sulfur diesel mandates and other things that are coming
on, I think we are going to have a big shortage of biodiesel devel-
oped. We are not going to have the plants in place to meet the de-
mand that is going to come and we really need to get behind this
not only in the State of Minnesota but in all the other State legisla-
tures and also in the Congress to get this production on line. Be-
cause what I am afraid of is that we are going to end up importing
biodiesel to meet these needs if we don’t. And Europe is way ahead
of us on this. They have B100 running at a lot of vehicles over
there. They have got a lot of plants in place. They have got tech-
nology that is way ahead of us. They don’t really do much with eth-
anol but they really are at the forefront in biodiesel and we need
to catch up and hopefully this mandate will help push that indus-
try as well.

So I want to commend everybody that has been involved in this
over the years. This has been a great success for me for agriculture
and people in my district have made a lot of money. I have got a
lot of plants in my district, they are all cooperatives. They are
owned by the farmers. They have made a lot of extra money be-
cause they own these plants. They added value to their commod-
ities and this is a win-win for the country. And anybody that
doesn’t see that we need to get off of foreign oil with what is going
on in the Middle East, got their head under a rock someplace. So
again, I want to commend everybody for the work that they are
doing. Governor, we are pleased to have you here and we appre-
ciate your leadership.

And the last thing is, when we put the 10 percent mandate in,
we had a big fight to get a waiver from EPA to be able to do this.
We are now going to have a big fight, I am afraid with EPA to get
the 20 percent mandate approved. This is not going to be a slam
dunk. And so I encourage everybody that is here to help us put the
pressure on to get that 20 percent mandate through the EPA so we
can get that in place and again lead the way for the rest of the
country.

So I thank everybody for being here and Mr. Chairman, I yield
back.

The CHAIRMAN. At this time, it is my pleasure to recognize the
sponsor of the legislation, the gentleman from Minnesota, Mr. Gut-
knecht.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GIL GUTKNECHT, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MIN-
NESOTA
Mr. GUTKNECHT. thank you, Mr. Chairman and thank you to the

ranking member, Mr. Peterson, and especially thank you to Con-
gresswoman Herseth for her leadership on this.

In another life, I worked for a fellow by the name of Bob
Skaronski. Bob Skaronski was the offensive captain of the Green
Bay Packers back when Vince Lombardi was the coach. And so at
our sales meetings, we used to get a lot of Lombardiisms. And one
of my favorites was this. There are three kinds of people in this
world. There are people who make it happen, there are people who
watch it happen, and there are people who ask what happened.
And I think when we talk about the future of this country and in
some respects, it is good that the Agriculture Committee is having
this hearing. But this isn’t just about agriculture. This is really
about what kind of an energy future we are going to have as a
country. And I think as has already been indicated, in some re-
spects, we are behind the curve, believe it or not in some areas.
And it seems to me that we have a responsibility as policy makers
to get started on this.

Yesterday, I had meeting with two executives from Volkswagen
from Germany. And as Congressman Peterson pointed out, Europe
is far ahead of us. They already have a 5 percent mandate on etha-
nol and biodiesel throughout the European union. And they do that
for a number of reasons, both environmentally plus they have a
much higher cost of energy over there. We are behind the curve.
And in fact, they told me they are prepared to build even more ad-
vanced diesel engines and make them available here in the United
States once they believe that we can actually supply enough fuel
to meet that demand. Also yesterday, we had a meeting of the
Science Committee and we talked about renewable energy, and we
had five experts on renewable energy who testified. And I won’t
embarrass them by using their names here in this committee but
I asked them a very simple question. How much do you think it
costs to produce a gallon of ethanol? And there was a long pause
before the first gentleman responded. He said, well, I would guess
probably around $2 a gallon. And then we went down the row but
he was the low estimate. It ranged between $2 and a little over $3
a gallon. And hopefully, Dr. Keith Collins who is here today will
clarify this from an economic perspective. But I am told by the pro-
ducers out there, the most efficient producers now, we have driven
the cost down to about 95 cents a gallon.

Now I tell that story because I think it is important because if
some of the top people in our energy field, some of our top people
in the Department of Energy, if they don’t know the good news of
renewable energy and how we have driven down the cost over the
last 10 years, then shame on us. We have got to do a better job
of telling our story and it is a good story.

There is also a good story and my colleague from Minnesota has
begun to talk about it. And that is the story of what is happening
in Minnesota. And I am so delighted to have Governor Pawlenty
here today because he has been a leader in expanding the horizons
for renewable energy. And at virtually every turn, he has been op-
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posed by one group or another. And I remember even having ads
run last, I think 2 years ago, when the Governor started to talk
about and leaders in the legislature started talking about a man-
date for biodiesel. And the argument was why would you want to
put vegetable oil in our fuel supply? Well the more people thought
about, people thought it was a pretty good idea. And it is not just
a good idea for farmers and I think that is one of the things that
we have got to begin to expand this debate. Because the people who
found the argument interesting it seems to me, were not nec-
essarily farmers, it was people living in suburban communities.
They want cheaper energy. They want a cleaner environment. They
want all the things that renewable energy can bring.

And so finally, I just want to thank the Governor for being here
today. We look forward to his testimony. I am sure he didn’t come
here just to hear us. But I do thank him for standing up sometimes
to the swings and errors of outrageous fortune and moving ahead
and pressing ahead and being a leader among all of the States
among the governors of saying that renewable energy is not some-
thing that is down the road, it is here now. It is renewable, it is
efficient, it is affordable, and it is now. And we can dramatically
change the geopolitical situation in the world if we do what I think
we will do. And I agree with my colleague that the 8 billion gallon
standard that we are asking for is in some respects woefully low.
I think our farmers can produce a lot more renewable energy than
that. And I think as we move forward as consumers begin to under-
stand both the arithmetic and the environmental benefits of renew-
able energy, I think they are going to demand that producers, that
the oil companies, and the policy makers expand not only from 2
percent but well beyond that in terms of the percentage of fuel that
we use.

So with that, I welcome our Governor here. And again, I thank
all the members of this committee, but I especially my colleague
from South Dakota, Congresswoman Herseth for her leadership on
this and I yield back to balance my time.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank the gentleman.
Now I recognize the gentleman from California, Mr. Baca, the

ranking member on the subcommittee.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOE BACA, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. BACA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Ranking
Member Peterson.

I want to commend Chairman Gutknecht and Ms. Herseth for
their legislation that can help improve our Nation’s capacity and
production for renewable fuels like ethanol and looking towards en-
ergy for our future.

As a Californian, you will understand it is my preference for EPA
waivers on oxygen requirements of the Clean Air Act. But ethanol
is another viable option for other States that may benefit and we
may all benefit from this. This legislation is a good step forward
and I look forward to working with the sponsors of this legislation
to develop incentives for economic viable ethanol production in
California.
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Mr. Chairman, I wish to yield the balance of my time to the
young lady from South Dakota to complete my statement.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEPHANIE HERSETH, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH
DAKOTA

Ms. HERSETH. Thank you, Mr. Baca for yielding.
And first, Mr. Chairman, I would like to recognize you and com-

mend you for holding this hearing today and for your strong leader-
ship on this crucial issue. I am particularly pleased to work with
my colleague from Minnesota, the distinguished gentleman, Con-
gressman Gil Gutknecht who for many years has been a leader in
renewable fuels as part of our national energy policy and it has
been wonderful to work with him in introducing this legislation. I
want to commend as well Ranking Member Peterson for his many
years of work both in the State legislature in Minnesota, as well
as the Congress to advance renewable energy as part of our of our
national energy policy.

I think our work demonstrates the strong and growing support
in this body to make an 8 billion gallon renewable fuel standard
part of our national energy policy. And I would like to echo Mr. Pe-
terson’s comments about recognizing early leaders in the develop-
ment of ethanol and biodiesel when it was not necessarily a popu-
lar issue to advance. And that would include the former Senate mi-
nority leader from my State of South Dakota, Tom Daschle.

The provisions of the legislation we are talking about today along
with those found in H.R. 1608 which I introduced earlier this year
with my colleagues from Nebraska and Iowa, Mr. Osborne and Mr.
King, as well as Mr. Peterson, are vital to our energy security and
I believe it should be an integral part of our national energy policy.
The strong and growing support for this legislation makes one
thing very clear. Support for an appropriately aggressive renewablr
fuels standard is not limited by region or by ideology but it is be-
coming increasingly recognized as an important national energy
issue.

It is important for a host of reasons, not the least of which is
benefits to our national security. Today, the United States imports
64 percent of its petroleum and by 2025, the Energy Information
Administration predicts the number will increase to 77 percent.
Much of this petroleum will come from very unstable and often hos-
tile regions of the world. Renewable fuels must play a major role
in decreasing our unhealthy addiction to foreign oil. They are
grown here at home using vast and existing renewable feed stocks.
Increasing production here at home, especially from renewable
sources, will make us a safer and more secure Nation.

The language found in H.R. 1608, one properly recognizes the
vital role that agriculture plays in our national energy policy, par-
ticularly as it pertains to renewable fuels. In fact, it is a critical
issue for American agriculture. Farmers in the State of South Da-
kota harvested almost 540 million bushels of corn in 2005, an all
time record and crops look very good again this year. In fact, South
Dakota is the sixth largest corn producing State and the fourth
largest ethanol producing State in the Nation. South Dakota alone
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produced more than 450 million gallons of clean, renewable ethanol
last year and that number is expected to grow.

Increased use of renewable fuels creates a corresponding increase
in the localized demand for corn and soybeans and provides com-
petitive market prices for family farmers to receive for their crops.
This in turn lowers Federal farm program costs and saves tax-
payers money. In 2004, USDA estimated that ethanol production
reduced farm program costs by $3.2 billion. And as Congressman
Gutknecht mentioned, we are looking forward to the testimony
today of Dr. Collins, Chief Economist at USDA to elaborate on the
ripple effect of ethanol production on our national agricultural
economy.

The combination of spending for ethanol plant production and
capital spending for new plants under construction added more
than 25.1 billion to gross output in the United States economy in
2004. Not only would this legislation encourage the increased pro-
duction of ethanol, it is also the springboard that we need to enable
this country’s burgeoning biodiesel industry to expand and grow as
Chairman Goodlatte and Ranking Member Peterson noted. An 8
billion gallon RFS coupled with an extension of the biodiesel tax
credit to 2010, harmonizing it with the current ethanol tax credit
will greatly increase our production of domestic biodiesel.

An additional point to make here and one that I think members
of this committee in particular understand and are trying to inform
our colleagues about the other tremendously positive impact of re-
newable energy in this country is improving local economies of
rural communities, many of which are struggling to survive.

Not only is this topic of great importance but the timing of ad-
dressing this issue is critical. Both the House and Senate have fin-
ished their work on their respective versions of the Comprehensive
National Energy Legislation and negotiations to reconcile the com-
peting bills have begun. The Senate bill does contain language that
will create an 8 billion gallon renewable fuel standard by 2012 and
I have been working with my colleagues to urge House members
to support that language who have been appointed as conferees to
the bill. It will provide the industry with both the certainty and the
flexibility that it needs to ensure the growth of this clean, domesti-
cally produced energy and also drive remarkable growth in rural
America.

Just in closing, I have to agree with Mr. Gutknecht about the op-
portunity this hearing provides to set the record straight on misin-
formation that continues to be perpetuated about renewable energy
and the cost to produce a gallon of ethanol and the cost to produce
a gallon of biodiesel and the other technology that is being ad-
vanced to lower those costs even further. And so I hope that we
will have a chance through some of the questions today to dispel
what I refer to as the urban myths of ethanol production and bio-
diesel, as well as, other renewable fuels.

So again, I thank you, Chairman Goodlatte, for your leadership
and holding the hearing. I look forward to working with you, Mr.
Gutknecht, Mr. Peterson, and all of our colleagues to secure and
8 billion gallon renewable fuel standard.

Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. I thank the gentlewoman and without objection,
all other opening statements will be made a part of the record.

[The prepared statements of Mr. Fortenberry and Mr. Davis fol-
low:]
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The CHAIRMAN. At this time, we would like to welcome our first
panel of witnesses, the Honorable Tim Pawlenty, Governor of the
State of Minnesota, from St. Paul, Minnesota and Dr. Keith Col-
lins, Chief Economist of the U.S. Department of Agriculture here
in Washington.

And at this time, I would be pleased to recognize the gentleman
from Minnesota again for the purpose of welcoming the governor.

Mr. GUTKNECHT. Mr. Chairman, ever so briefly, I said that there
were three kinds of people in this world, people who make it hap-
pen, people who watch it happen, and people who ask what hap-
pened. But I am pleased to report to all of you that our Governor
is one of those first group. He makes things happen. And I think
especially in talking about renewable energy. He is a leader not
only in Minnesota, but he is a leader throughout the United States
in telling the story. And it has to be told and retold as my colleague
just said to dispel some of the myths about renewable energy. And
so I am so delighted to have him here and I look forward to his
testimony. We welcome you, Governor, and thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Governor Pawlenty, welcome and we are pleased
to have your testimony.

STATEMENT OF TIM PAWLENTY, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
MINNESOTA

Governor PAWLENTY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And Members, thank you for the opportunity to be here this

morning to talk about what I think is one of the most important
challenges and opportunities our country faces and that is our en-
ergy future.

Congressman Gutknecht, Congressman Peterson, thank you for
your tremendous national leadership and vision on these issues
and for your kind comments and support, we appreciate it very
much.

Mr. Chairman and Members, in addition to being Governor, I am
also the Chair of the Governor’s Ethanol Coalition this year, which
is a coalition of 31 States that are advocates for these issues, and
so I wear that hat this morning as well. It has been said that there
are often three phases to good and new public policy in America.
The first phase is people saying it will never work. The second
phase is that it will cost too much. And the third phase being I was
for it all the time, it is a good idea. And I think this is one of those
issues, Mr. Chairman. If you believe in the wisdom of the American
people as I know you all do, as we all do, they are way ahead of
us on this. Notwithstanding the ads that were run against some of
our initiatives in Minnesota, I can tell you in Minnesota and across
the Nation the public gets it. They are way ahead of the policy-
makers on this issue. They are for renewable energy. They are for
doing more than what we are currently doing and we have an un-
derstanding and accepting American public broadly on these issues.

As has been mentioned, Minnesota is a national model on these
issues. You want States to be laboratories of democracy. We have
taken that seriously when it comes to renewable fuels and have
tried to set the pace for the Nation in many of these categories.
Minnesota is the only State in the Nation with an ethanol mandate
starting with E–10 and now just this year, moving to an E–20
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mandate, raising the bar even further. That mandate will kick in
as an actual mandate of 20 percent of our fuel being ethanol in
2013, if by then an overall average use of our fuel in Minnesota
doesn’t average 20 percent. So we will be using 20 percent, dou-
bling the ethanol use in Minnesota during that timetable. We are
the only State in the Nation with a biodiesel mandate of 2 percent
which is kicking in this summer or fall. We are third in the Nation
in wind production behind only California and Texas and we have
got exciting research underway with respect to—and deployment of
biomass technology and the beginnings of some hydrogen tech-
nology deployment as well.

With respect to that E–20 mandate and use, we are going to
need an EPA waiver. I guess I will just take a quick moment to
say if you see anybody from the EPA who could help us out, we
would appreciate with that. We are willing to be the guinea pig but
we need their help and hope that they will give that favorable con-
sideration.

In Minnesota, we have 14 ethanol plants, several more under
construction. Last year, we produced 450 million gallons of ethanol
by ourselves. There are about 5,000 jobs that directly related to the
industry so it adds $1.3 billion to our economy. And Mr. Chairman,
on your point with respect to use of the feed and concerns about
what this does to commodity markets relating to feed, it is about
15 percent of our corn is used in ethanol. Our Minnesota Depart-
ment of Agriculture estimates currently that somewhere between 7
and 10 cents of the price of a bushel of corn in Minnesota is attrib-
utable to the enhanced demand for corn due to our ethanol indus-
try in the State. I will talk about that more in just a minute.

But one of the things that is taking place, of course, is the de-
ployment of technology that is dramatically increasing yields in ag-
riculture as well. So as that technology is deployed in Minnesota
and elsewhere around the country as those yields increase, those
economics are going to need to be adjusted or considered once
again. We will also talk in a minute about the distiller grains that
come out of the ethanol industry that are an important part of that
equation also. Jim Collins in his book ‘‘Good to Great’’ says we
should all look in this era of polarization for win-win. In this case,
this is a five-way win. It is not a win-win, it is a win, win, win,
win, win. It is not only good energy policy, it is good agriculture
policy, it is good rural economic development policy, it is good na-
tional security policy, and it is good environmental policy. Our
country is too addicted on foreign oil. There are many studies that
predict that level of addiction is going to get worse, not better, for
a variety of reasons. It is good agricultural policy for our farmers
for obvious reasons as we struggle to find ways to revitalize rural
America in places like rural Minnesota. It is good rural economic
development policy in terms of capital investments in jobs and
value added opportunities for farmers. In Minnesota, our ethanol
plants are owned primarily by farmer owned coops so it is a nice
opportunity for them. It is good national security policy. We do not
want to be this dependent to this extent on places like the Middle
East from a national security perspective. And it is good environ-
mental policy. This fuel burns substantially cleaner. Minnesota has
one of the few major cities in the country that doesn’t have some
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of the ozone and other problems in part because of our use of etha-
nol.

With respect to the Governor’s Ethanol Coalition, just quickly,
Mr. Chairman, I know my time is running down here. But we have
16 new plants under construction in the country and we want to
have a dialog and hopefully some progress with the Congress on a
number of fronts but let me highlight just two. And we have sub-
mitted a report called the ‘‘Ethanol From Biomass’’ on behalf of the
Governor’s Ethanol Coalition. Many of those recommendations
have already been incorporated in either the House or the Senate
position that are before conference and we very much appreciate
that. But as it relates to the renewable fuel standard of either 8
billion from the Senate’s perspective of 5 billion from the House
perspective under 2012, we are essentially already at or we will
soon be at the House position depending on whose estimates that
you look at. But I think with given the number of plants coming
on line and the production capacity increasing as it is, I think with-
in a year or two or maybe three at the most, we are going to be
at 5 billion gallons anyhow. So I would respectfully request or sug-
gest that we could perhaps get that bar raised higher than kind of
the natural trajectory that we are on already and I hope you will
consider that. That will do a lot in terms of new jobs. The higher
standard would be 200,000 new jobs. I would estimate that this
would displace 1.6 billion gallons of foreign oil.

The second thing we wanted to highlight from that report is the
need for targeted investments in research so we can get more etha-
nol derived from biomass. Mr. Chair, that is exactly your point.
Things like corns, grasses, wood, animal waste, there are many
other commodities and products that might be suitable for ethanol
production that would address and alleviate some of your concerns
and others concerns but more importantly, expand the benefit in
the market for this more broadly across the country into other sec-
tors as well.

And then lastly, with respect to the impact on feed, as I said in
Minnesota, we use significantly less than 20 percent of the corn
crop for our ethanol industry. Yields are increasing and are pre-
dicted to increase dramatically in the coming years and certainly
in the coming couple of decades. One of the things to consider in
this regard is ethanol, the ethanol industry produces DDGs or
dried distiller grains. Last year in Minnesota, there was $627 mil-
lion generated on the issue of ethanol sales but 145 million in DDG
so in other words, a significant portion of the overall economic
model for ethanol comes from the resale of the DDGs. It is by, I
think, most accounts a nutritious and useful and appropriate feed
for livestock and it is a success story. So that is something that has
to be considered as well.

I will just close by also saying that the success of the Minnesota
biodiesel industry is in part significantly dependent upon the tax
credit and biodiesel tax credit being extended. So I would like to
put a pitch in for that. And Congresswoman, thank you for rec-
ognizing the importance of that in your great work on this issue
as well.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members for the chance to be
here and share those brief thoughts and I will be happy to take
your questions at the appropriate time.

[The prepared statement of Governor Pawlenty appears at the
conclusion of the hearing.]

The CHAIRMAN. Governor, thank you very much.
We are now pleased to welcome someone who has been here

many times and is well known to the committee, Dr. Keith Collins.
Dr. Collins, we are glad to have you back with us today.

STATEMENT OF KEITH COLLINS, CHIEF ECONOMIST, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. COLLINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Peter-
son, members of the committee. Thank you very much for the invi-
tation to be here to discuss agriculture’s role in a renewable fuel
standard, or RFS.

As has been noted in the discussion thus far today, ethanol and
biodiesel production have been growing dramatically in the United
States with ethanol production doubling over the last 4 years, now
accounting for about 3 percent of the Nation’s gasoline pool and
biodiesel production increasing more than 20 fold. The RFS would
increase production and use of renewal fuels and I think that
would provide important benefits for U.S. agriculture.

An RFS of 5 billion gallons of renewable fuel by 2012 is really
not very different from USDA’s current baseline prediction for eth-
anol production in 2012. Thus the main benefit of a 5 billion gallon
RFS would be to assure at the least the status quo. To illustrate
the range of effects of the current RFS alternatives that are in
play, we have estimated the market effects of an 8 billion gallon
RFS. Such an RFS would increase the demand for corn for ethanol
by an annual average of 685 million bushels over the 2006 to 2012
crop years. We estimate that that kind of an increase in the de-
mand for corn would raise corn prices by an average of 8 percent
over that period and by the 2012 crop year, corn prices would be
30 cents a bushel higher or 12 percent.

As has been noted, the production of ethanol also results in a
wide range of co-products including distillers or dried grains with
solubles, corn gluten feed, corn gluten meal, corn oil, and carbon
dioxide. We think that most of the expansion in ethanol production
on an RFS would come from dry mill plants which would produce
distillers or dried grains with solubles as a byproduct and they
would partially substitute for soybean meal. As a result of that, we
do expect lower prices for soybean meal. However, with some shift
in acreage to corn and away from soybeans, we would project that
the price decline in soybeans over the 2006 to 2012 period would
only average about 4 cents a bushel.

Some people have raised concerns over the supply of food and the
effects of bringing more land into production to satisfy a large RFS.
We estimate modest shifts in acreage that do not suggest any
strain on the Nation’s ability to produce food. In 2012, corn area
is projected to be up by 3 million acres, soybean area down about
2 million acres, and overall total acreage planted to principal crops
about unchanged. Furthermore, we predict no effect on the Con-
sumer Price Index for food until 2009 and then the CPI for food
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rising only 0.1 percent more in 2009 to 0.3 percent more in 2012
with most of the increase attributable to small increases in meat
prices.

Broiler and turkey production are expected to expand slightly
due to lower prices for soybean meal while production of all other
livestock declines very slightly due to higher prices for corn and
other feed grains. With higher crop prices generally, with some
livestock price increases and lower protein feed prices, we project
that net farm income on average would be about $1.4 billion or 2.3
percent higher during 2006 to 2012 with an RFS of 8 billion gal-
lons.

There has also been much discussion about the foregone Federal
tax revenues under an RFS because of the fuel tax credit. But it
is important also to recognize the indirect tax savings that would
come from farm programs due to higher corn and other crop prices.
Our baseline out over the next decade shows a rebound in corn
prices in future years so we project a savings of an RFS of 8 billion
gallons to all come in the first 2 years and that account for about
$1 billion in savings in farm program payments. However, should
crop prices be below what are currently projected in our baseline,
the farm program savings could be in the billions of dollars.

In conclusion, an RFS with an applicable volume above currently
projected levels of ethanol production would have a net positive ef-
fect on the farm economy, including increased farm income and job
creation and economic activity in rural America. Other effects in-
clude less reliance on imported oil, diversification of energy sup-
plies, and an attraction of more financial capital into ethanol pro-
duction that would improve the production and delivery infrastruc-
ture, increase investment in cellulosic ethanol production and in all
likelihood, continue the advances in production efficiencies that
have been reducing ethanol’s cost of production in recent years.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Collins appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Collins.
Gentlemen, I was pleased to hear both of you refer to other po-

tential sources of agricultural products for the production of renew-
able fuels because as you will see on the second panel and as I
mentioned in my opening remarks, I have a constituency in my dis-
trict that is greatly concerned about Dr. Collins’ projection that the
price of corn is going to go up substantially over a period of years
as a result of the increased demand for renewable fuels. And that
is certainly understandable, but one way to mitigate that would be
to make sure that all of those other sources of renewable fuels are
treated fairly in the process. As you may know, right now in the
energy bill in conference, there are provisions in the Senate version
of the bill that provide a preference for corn and soybeans as op-
posed to monoalcolesters as opposed to cellulosic sources of renew-
able fuels.

And Governor, I was pleased also to hear that you recognized
those other sources. And I know Minnesota from my colleague sit-
ting next to me has a lot of poultry production in its State as well.
I have the largest poultry producing district in the United States,
six major companies and literally 1,000 poultry farms in my dis-
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trict that are heavily, heavily dependent on the Midwest to produce
the corn and soybeans and other grains that they feed to that poul-
try. Are you in agreement with the House position, you may not
be familiar with the House position which is that that parity
should be created now rather than persisting. Right now in the tax
credit, there is a dollar tax credit for agri-biodiesel and a 50 cent
credit for certain liquid transportation fuels produced from biomass
but this does not provide the necessary parity that would encour-
age increased production from wood waste, from animal waste, and
other sources like that.

Governor PAWLENTY. Mr. Chairman, I can’t speak to the details
of the provisions but from the Governor’s Ethanol Coalition per-
spective and our position is we recognize the concerns that your
comments have reflected and want to extend the benefits and eco-
nomic opportunities of ethanol broadly across the country. And we
think a most successful pathway to do that would be to encourage
through research and development or a blend of incentives that
type of expansion and diversification of the source of the fuel.

I would also suggest on the cost issue, while there may be some
marginal cost considerations as outlined by Dr. Collins, there is
also an intangible benefit that has to be considered as it relates to
environmental benefits, national security benefits, rural economic
stability, and I think from a national security standpoint as well.
So I know that those are hard to quantify but those are things that
you need to factor if corn is going to be slightly more expensive.
There is some offsetting benefits in those other categories that
should be considered as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Collins, were your projections that you provided in your

statement based upon the current framework? In other words, with
the incentive being focused primarily on corn and soybeans and
sort of a distant center for some of the other sources of renewable
fuels?

Mr. COLLINS. Yes, Mr. Chairman. They basically focused on corn
and soybeans. We almost assumed the non-existence of some of
these other sources such as cellulosic ethanol.

The CHAIRMAN. Well my colleague next to me tells me that pota-
toes are the agricultural product with the highest conversion rate
for ethanol but we produce nothing in terms of renewable fuels
from potatoes. And I know nothing about that subject so I will
leave that to the expert next to me. But it seems to me that one
way, and I certainly want to encourage increased production in
corn and soybeans and I think the potential is tremendous there.
I agree with the gentleman from Minnesota, the gentleman from
South Dakota, that 8 billion gallon renewable fuel standard may
soon be irrelevant. The 5 billion gallon provision in the House bill
is in my opinion already irrelevant. And the potential here is tre-
mendous but it is going to help to mitigate the concerns that live-
stock producers have if we can get more production from other
sources into the competitive mix. And all we ask there is that there
be real competition and a parity in terms of the incentives.

Let me ask you, Dr. Collins, you mentioned there are currently
no commercially operational cellulosic biomass ethanol plants but
that an 8 billion gallon per year RFS could accelerate the timeline
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for commercial production of cellulosic ethanol. Could you touch
more on a timeline for commercial production for these cellulosic
biofuels and how large a role it will play in meeting RFS standards
passed 2012?

Mr. COLLINS. Well, I can try, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, the timelines that we talk about for cellulosic ethanol

have all been developed in the absence of a renewable fuel stand-
ard. They have been developed under continuation basically of cur-
rent law. We operate with the Department of Energy, a joint pro-
gram under the Biomass Research and Development Act of 2000.
And under that act, we have developed a vision and timeline for
cellulosic biomass ethanol production. The Department of Energy
projects the first meaningful commercial production in 2012, grow-
ing fairly substantially after that, a fairly substantial rate of
growth after that.

For your question about accelerating that, I think there are sev-
eral things in both the House and Senate bills that could accelerate
that. I think the existence of an 8 billion gallon renewable fuel
standard in and of itself would provide some incentive to invest in
cellulosic ethanol plants. I think an 8 billion gallon standard is
going to attract a lot of capital outside of agriculture for ethanol
that we haven’t seen up until now. Almost all the expansion in eth-
anol production in the last 4 years has been through farmer owned
cooperative plants. And I think we are going to see ‘‘Wall Street
money’’ take a look at ethanol in the years to come and I think
they are going to look at various forms of ethanol including cel-
lulosic ethanol.

Both the House and Senate bills also have provisions for provid-
ing assistance for cellulosic ethanol production in the form of loan
guarantees and in the form of straight grants to cellulosic ethanol
producers. The Senate bill beyond 2012 also has a carve out of a
minimum of 250 million gallons of cellulosic ethanol as part of the
8 billion gallon renewable fuel standard. So in their entirety, those
are a set of incentives, I think that will accelerate the growth of
cellulosic ethanol beyond what we have projected at this point
under current law.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. My time has expired.
I am please to welcome and recognize the gentleman from Min-

nesota, Mr. Peterson.
Mr. PETERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Governor, I would just like to explore this EPA waiver issue to

get a better idea—and I haven’t really gotten to visit about it but
I think it would be good for folks to know more about this on this
committee. Have you applied for the waiver yet?

Governor PAWLENTY. We have been in communication with the
EPA and have swapped what I would call scoping documents about
what they might expect and what we might be able to provide and
what additional information might need to be submitted. But I
don’t think a formal application or a formal application has been
submitted yet.

Mr. PETERSON. When will that happen, do you know?
Governor PAWLENTY. It appears that will happen some time later

this summer or in the fall.
Mr. PETERSON. OK.
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Governor PAWLENTY. Congressman, I can’t remember the exact
timetable but I know it did not happen quickly and my recollection
is it took a while as well.

Mr. PETERSON. And what kind of a response have you gotten
back from them and do they seem like they are working with you
and that things are going to eventually work out or what kind of
an attitude are you getting back from them?

Governor PAWLENTY. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Peterson, so
far I would describe the exchange as technical, kind of matching
expectations about their technical needs or requirements and us
trying to respond to that or at least be prepared to respond. I don’t
think they have foreshadowed necessarily that they would be in-
clined to approve of disapprove the waiver. It has been mostly a
technical discussion at this point.

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, I am sure they are going to make a bigger
deal out of this than they need to.

The other thing for either you or Mr. Collins, I am not sure if
I can articulate this exactly but I have had some concerns raised
by people as it relates to this biodiesel mandate going into effect
and it relates to apparently they are going to blend this diesel I
guess in some of these filling stations or in the smaller distributor
areas or something and that there is some kind of a problem that
they are encountering about—with the IRS getting their tax credits
or something. Have you heard anything about that? I have had two
different people come and talk to me and we have been doing some
research on it. I guess I don’t know enough about it. I just was
wondering if you have heard this from anybody out there.

Governor PAWLENTY. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Peterson, that
is the first I have heard of that type of concern but if you would
share it with us, we will try to be of assistance in some——

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, well I think from what I can tell it is a prob-
lem and I am not sure it is a State problem but I think it has
something to do with the IRS and the way they handle this. Be-
cause ethanol is done so much differently in terms of how they
blend it as opposed to the way it is going to happen with biodiesel,
they have got this bureaucratic system set up that will not work
for these small guys from what they tell me. So I think we are
going to have to do some——

Mr. COLLINS. For ethanol, blending is going to take place at the
refinery. It is done in large volumes and it is in concentrated loca-
tions. It has to have good records. And if you are talking about a
retail establishment like at the gas pump, perhaps the IRS has cre-
ated a set of accounting controls that are too burdensome.

Mr. PETERSON. Right. And that is what it sounds like and so we
may all have to work together to try to untangle this. And I think
Minnesota is going to be probably the first place that runs up
against this because we have got this mandate and we are going
to be kind of the guinea pig, so I guess that is enough, Mr. Chair-
man and we will move things along. We have got a lot of other
things to do here.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We will give the other gentleman from Min-

nesota a shot.
Mr. GUTKNECHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Governor, first of all, in your work with the other Governors,
could you just shed some light on, are they getting the word and
how are Governors around the country reacting to this discussion
about expanding the horizons for renewable energy?

Governor PAWLENTY. Congressman, I think it is fair to say that
many, many Governors are very interested in this issue and are
pursuing some form of initiatives in their States around these
issues but when we push them on the possibility of an ethanol
mandate or renewable fuels mandate in their States, it seems to
me that a half a dozen or perhaps more are seriously considering
advocating for that kind of position at a State level. And some in
the Midwest perhaps are most open to it but the chairman has
mentioned a few other States as well in the South. So I guess I
would just be so bold as to predict to you and with high hopes that
in the next year or two, you will see as many as a handful of other
States who will pass some sort of standard or mandated for renew-
able fuels.

Mr. GUTKNECHT. And the rest will be saying we were for it all
along.

Dr. Collins, and for the benefit of the members, I have a chart
and I don’t know if we can have this put up, that I would like to
have everybody take a look at. Do we have that chart here some-
where, Jennifer? And I would like Dr. Collins if you could to at
least discuss it and hopefully acknowledge the varsity of this. We
have done some research and I think we have got pretty good
sources for this. And what it shows over the last year as a price
of a gallon of unleaded gasoline in the United States has gone from
slightly below $2 a gallon to now above $2 a gallon and well above
$2 a gallon nationally, in fact, this only goes through May and we
have seen significant increases since then. But as that as happened
and you look at the red line, you see that the average price that
the refiners or the people who produce ethanol has actually
dropped dramatically. And I think that is an important thing.

And there has also been a study done by the Consumer Federa-
tion of America. I don’t know if it is in our packets or not but we
will certainly try to make sure we get that, that shows that in
States where you have a higher prescribed blend of ethanol, gaso-
line is actually cheaper. And I think this is the reason. Dr. Collins,
do you want to comment on that?

Mr. COLLINS. I would say that the data looked right to me. I
think that there have been a number of studies that have been
done on the effect on retail gas prices of the renewable fuel stand-
ard. You mentioned one, Consumer Federation, which shows a de-
cline. There are others that show a slight increase. My own think-
ing through this issue suggests to me that there should be likely
very little change at all and it is precisely because of the kind of
data you are pointing to there. That is a retail price for gasoline.
If you look at a wholesale price for gasoline, it is roughly about
$1.50 per gallon. And the price of ethanol right now is roughly
about $1.50. You take off the 51 cent fuel tax credit and you have
got a $1 ethanol versus $1.50 gasoline. Now some people want to
then adjust the ethanol price for its BTU content versus gasoline.
Even after you make that adjustment, you are, I believe you are
still cheaper with ethanol than you are with regular gasoline right
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now. So I would expect to see very little effect on retail prices. I
think you may have seen the Department of Energy studies of an
8 billion gallon renewable fuel standard. Department of Energy
shows out through 2012 less than a 1 cent increase in their highest
case effect on retail prices of gasoline. And I think you get into
some areas of the country there is going to be a decline.

Mr. GUTKNECHT. Well let me just restate and what you just said
because I think this is very important information. That not only
is ethanol cheaper than gasoline today on a gallon to gallon basis,
it is now cheaper on a BTU to BTU basis. That is not only great
information for those of us who support renewable energy, but I
think it is great news for consumers. And it seems to me that we
have got to do a much better job here in Washington of getting that
good news out. And, in fact, if I could just walk through the arith-
metic, I think you may be a little low on the price of producing a
gallon of gasoline. I am told that out of a 55-gallon barrel of oil,
you get roughly 42 gallons of gasoline. Well at $60 a barrel, just
the raw cost of the oil into the gasoline works out to over $1.40 just
for the price of the oil. Now that doesn’t include the cost of the re-
finery, refining and the other costs. And so my own belief right now
is we have a significant advantage over gasoline. The more impor-
tant point is that there is research going on at the National Renew-
able Energy Labs out in Colorado. There is research being done at
universities, at ag schools, and believe it or not, little entre-
preneurs are out there working on some very innovative ways to
drop the cost of producing ethanol even more. And so as we go for-
ward, I think the advantages that renewable energy have are going
to get even more significant. And that is why I believe that not
only is this mandate an important first step but more importantly
that consumers are going to demand a higher blend of renewable
energy in their gasoline supply.

Comment? My time has expired.
Mr. COLLINS. Well just a comment that I agree with your con-

cluding statement. I think that one of the astonishing things about
ethanol over the last half dozen years has been the way the indus-
try has evolved to improve the technology of production. I know
about 10 years ago if you looked at a 40 or 50 million gallon etha-
nol plant, it would have over 50 employees. Today such plants have
30 to 35 employees. We have what we call the franchise model in
ethanol today where we have plants that have been built all over
the country to state of the art standards. They hire management
services. These service providers collect digitized real time informa-
tion and are constantly feeing that information back to the ethanol
plant so they can fine tune their processes. It sort of like bringing
the Wal-Mart technology to ethanol and I think it has dramatically
reduced the price or excuse me, the cost of ethanol in recent years.
So I would agree with that comment. We are becoming ever more
efficient.

Mr. GUTKNECHT. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. Etheridge.
Mr. ETHERIDGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Collins, thank you and thank you to the Governor, too, for

being here regarding—and I want to thank the chairman and the
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ranking member and the sponsors because this is an important, I
think an important meeting and an important topic for America.

As we look at opportunity and ability to compete in the world
market for years to come, all of us have to know there is a finite
amount of energy in the world at some point and if the country
that gets to where they can develop renewable energies is going to
be the Nation that is going to be, in my opinion, in the driver’s seat
in the future.

But you mentioned a 75 percent increase in the use of ethanol
under the Senate bill’s renewable fuel standard and that more
plants will be built and I think all of us would like to see that. But
let me ask you a question. You also indicated that whether or not
biodiesel will become a significant contributor. In 2003, biodiesel
made up only 1 percent of the renewal fuels, of the renewable fuels
consumed in the country. And I was visiting a site in the last 3
months where we actually had a little small one and the guy had
it on a trailer where you actually could—he had a line running into
his vehicle and he could just keep going. Obviously, that is not very
practical if you want to go across the country, you got a bigger
problem.

But what I would like to know is what is USDA doing to facili-
tate the expansion of the facilities of biodiesel because I think this
holds a great promise because if you look at agriculture across
America, transportation for trucking, et cetera, diesel is much more
expensive than gasoline and this area holds, in my opinion, a great
deal of promise. Are there significant plans or are there funds cur-
rently available in USDA to help with funding of R&D or loan pro-
grams to expand this?

Mr. COLLINS. Well the primary areas of support that we have, I
think first of all, I should probably mention the CCC Bioenergy
Program which was authorized by the 2002 farm bill. Under that
program, in fiscal year 2004, we supported and made financial pay-
ments to the production of about 19 million gallons of biodiesel,
something that we weren’t doing at all 3 or 4 years earlier. We
think that that has been a factor in boosting the production of bio-
diesel, probably the single most important factor that has hap-
pened. That of course, that expansion in biodiesel in the last 4
years occurred before the current fuel tax credit and so we take
some credit at USDA for having been a catalyst, I think in that
biodiesal production expansion.

On another side, I think through our rural development pro-
grams is an area where we are trying to make a difference. We
have found that there has been a great interest in communities all
across America over the last 10 years to build ethanol plants. They
had a million questions about what they should do. Farm coops, a
million questions about what they should do and what factors they
should consider to determine whether an ethanol plant was fea-
sible. Well lots of groups, private companies, as well as the USDA,
have put together a raft of information so that rural entrepreneurs
and communities can make better decisions about expansion. We
are now doing the same thing for biodiesel. I would mention a
website where we make this information available. It is called
www.agmrc.org, a-g-m-r-c, which is one of our value added agricul-
tural marketing research centers. That one is co-run, funded by
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USDA, and co-run by several land grant universities. And there is
just a ton of information for people who might be interested in get-
ting into the biodiesel business. So those are examples of couple of
things we have going on.

Mr. ETHERIDGE. Good, thank you.
Let me move very quick to one other area before my time expires

to ask you a question. The chairman mentioned he had a lot of
poultry in his district. And my district has a variety of poultry and
livestock, pork, and others and there is a concern by some of those
farmers as we move through these areas of biodiesel and ethanol
that you would be driving the price of corn and soybeans up and
would affect their livelihood and could ultimately drive them out of
business. There is that concern. I think we will just have to see
whether it is. But my question is does USDA have any program,
any oversight that could be used as a safety net for these producers
as we look at a higher renewable energy standard as we put it in
place and we look down the road on these issues?

Mr. COLLINS. Yes, I guess a couple of things on that. Without an-
swering the safety net question directly, I guess I am little less
concerned about this and maybe that was the premise of your ques-
tion. I would certainly defer. There is a panel member on the next
panel who is in that business and I am not. And I certainly defer
to his real hands on experience. But when I look at our simulation
models of poultry feed, roughly 94 percent of poultry feed is corn
or soybeans. Out of the corn or soybeans by volume, by weight,
about one third is soybean meal and two-thirds corn. So that would
look like if corn prices go up that is a problem. On a value basis,
it is almost a 50/50 split, 45 percent soybean meal, 50 percent corn,
55 percent corn. We think with a renewable fuel standard, yes,
there is going to be a demand for more corn which is going to drive
up the price of corn. But as I indicated, with the production of all
the new byproduct feeds, we think there will be a decline in soy-
bean meal prices. We have estimated an average of about 8 percent
decline in soybean meal prices over the 2006 to 2008 period. So
when you factor in an increase in corn prices, a decrease in soy-
bean meal prices and the ability to acquire distilled or dry grains
with solubles which I admit are very limited for consumption on
species that are monogastric like poultry, only about 5 percent of
the ration can be DDGS, but nevertheless, it is another source of
feed. When you factor in lower soy meal prices and a new source
of feed, DDGS, those about offset the increase in corn prices. And
our modeling shows not much of an impact on the poultry industry.
And I would also go on to say that over the last couple of years,
we have had very strong corn prices. For the 2002 crop, it averaged
about $2.35 a bushel. For the 2003 crop, it is probably in the aver-
age of about $2.45 a bushel. And what did we have? We had record
poultry prices during that period and the poultry industry expand-
ing. I understand people’s concerns about these things but it
doesn’t strike me it is a Chicken Little, the sky is falling, kind of
concern.

Mr. ETHERIDGE. Good, thank you, Dr. Collins.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Schwarz is recognized for 5

minutes.
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Mr. SCHWARZ. Dr. Collins, this may be an inappropriate question
for you and if it is, you tell me. But what I want to talk about is
the efficiency of the combustion of ethanol and how efficient is it
and at what point does that efficiency tail off so that we have some
sort of idea as to just precisely how much ethanol in a fullness of
time we can add to a petroleum based fuel. And the same question
with biodiesel, especially soy diesel. How efficient is it in compari-
son to the 100 percent petroleum derived diesel. How much soy mix
or other biomix can you use and keep the efficiency, the torque of
an internal combustion engine at a level that is desired?

Mr. COLLINS. I am afraid I am going to have to defer that ques-
tion. I will give you a general answer for part of it, which I already
referred to in my conversation with Mr. Gutknecht as to the rel-
ative energy content of ethanol versus gasoline. That has got a lot
to do with efficiency. That has got a lot to do with mileage. If you
look at the BTU content of ethanol versus the BTU content of gaso-
line, ethanol is about two-thirds, 67 percent. Now I don’t use two-
thirds as the adjustment factor to adjust for BTU content. And I
don’t because ethanol has an octane rating of 113 and ethanol is
oxygenate which causes the existing gasoline to burn cleaner, to
burn more completely. So there is less BTU coming out of the tail-
pipe when you are burning it with ethanol than when you are not
burning it with ethanol. So it is not a 33 percent hit on BTU con-
tent for ethanol, it is something less than that. I don’t know exactly
how much less than that. There has been some work that has been
done on that. With respect to biodiesel, a lot of the blends have fo-
cused around B–20. B–20 has emerged as kind of preferred blend
not because of the engine performance or the efficiency but more
because of the emissions, the performance of emissions. So the effi-
ciency concept you are talking about is not just an engine or a me-
chanical one but also has to do with the environmental air quality
standards that have to be met. So it is kind of a complicated ques-
tion. And perhaps what I could do is get back to you with some
thoughts about how some of these parameters would perform as
you increase the blend levels of both ethanol and biodiesel.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Thank you very much.
Governor, do you want to fire away at that one or let it further

fly on by?
Governor PAWLENTY. Mr. Chairman, Congressman, I think I

would have to reserve that for the folks who are more technically
involved.

Mr. SCHWARZ. I understand.
Mr. Collins, the potential to produce ethanol, of course, comes

from materials other than corn and you have covered that pretty
closely. I might add, I have two ethanol plants being built in my
district in south central Michigan now. Would you just expand a
little bit on what you think the potential of cellulosic ethanol or
ethanol from grain sorghum or biomass ethanol, or ethanol from
grasses, is that something that is viable out there or just some-
thing we know it can be done because we have done it but there
is no volume potential in it.

Mr. COLLINS. Well we know it can be done and we know it is
costly. We know how to build the plant today. The commercial
plant is costly. Some people suggest three to four times the cost of
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building a dry mill ethanol plant for example. Cellulosic material,
take wood as an example has three components. It has lignin, it
has cellulose, it has hemi-cellulose. The lignin you can’t use. You
can burn that to produce electricity or heat. And then you have
these sugars that are complicated, locked up in the cellulose and
hemi-cellulose. They are not as easy to get those sugars out as it
is for corn. And so you have to use different pre-treatment proc-
esses. And that is what distinguishes cellulosic ethanol from corn
based ethanol. This process is called acid hydrolysis or enzymatic
hydrolysis. This process takes a long time. Time is money. It is
costly. The enzymes are not that effective. They are effective but
they are not that effective. These are all areas where research is
going on now to improve that process. So if you can get that proc-
essing cost down, cellulosic ethanol would be an unbelievable op-
portunity.

As you look across the country, you start with not agriculture,
but you start with municipal waste. One of the biggest difficulties
that municipalities have to deal with are leaves and grass cuttings.
I pay to have my trash picked up. That right there tells you you
can get a source of waste for zero or even get paid to take that
source of waste. So your raw material, your feedstock for cellulosic
ethanol could be very, very cheap. So that is why people get very
excited about cellulosic ethanol. The model I am talking about
doesn’t necessarily excite agricultural people if you are talking
about municipal waste. But I think agriculture could benefit from
this as well.

And when you talk about agriculture, we have done some work
over the years with Oak Ridge National Laboratory to try to look
at the potential for cellulosic ethanol to penetrate the Nation’s gas-
oline pool. We have estimated, drawing on the conservation reserve
program to some extent, that you could probably satisfy 30 percent
or more of the Nation’s fuel supply without much difficulty, without
much repercussion in agriculture drawing on biomass feedstock
such as switch grass and woody poplars, dedicated crops, agricul-
tural residues, and agricultural wastes. So there is a great poten-
tial there, I think.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Thank you, sir. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from California, Mr. Baca is rec-

ognized.
Mr. BACA. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman.
Governor, can you share your experience in dealing with the auto

industry’s concern, as well as, the fuel marketers in regard to Min-
nesota requirement for ethanol and biodiesel usage?

Governor PAWLENTY. Mr. Chairman, Congressman, yes, I can. In
short, Minnesota now has a going on 15 year history with this de-
bate and it started out as a E–10 mandate in the metro area dur-
ing the summer to combat concerns about air pollution and then
it was all in our metropolitan area and then statewide. At each
stage, we had what you would consider the traditional oil industry
or refiners raising concerns and objections. I think they have large-
ly debunked over the last 15 years and so I don’t want to say the
debate has ended but it has been substantially muted as the actual
experience and objective evidence has rolled in.

And there was another part of your question that I forgot, sir.
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Mr. BACA. And that is in regard to ethanol and biodiesel usage.
Governor PAWLENTY. Yes. In both in terms of consumer satisfac-

tion and the public’s acceptance of it there has been no problem.
The biodiesel mandated does not kick in until a little later this
summer so we don’t have actual experience with that but during
the public debate as Congressman Gutknecht mentioned, there
were ads that were run against the inclusion of the biodiesel man-
date on semi-technical objections. But if you look to Europe and if
you look to other parts of the world who are using much higher
level of soy diesel than 2 percent, there is really no objective evi-
dence that it has been a problem. There was some concern in a
State like Minnesota about storage or use in cold temperatures but
that would not be substantially different than Northern Europe.
And again, they have a fair track record there. But I think if you
are a fair minded and objective, the concerns fade away fairly
quickly.

Mr. BACA. Thank you, Governor.
Another question for you. In addition to the requirements under

the RFS, do you feel that the Federal Government should be pro-
viding other incentives to encourage biofuel productions such as tax
credits and why?

Governor PAWLENTY. Mr. Chairman, Congressman, yes, I do. All
of this discussion about the benefits of ethanol or renewable fuels
would apply in response to that question. I will just focus on one
other aspect of it. I saw a study the other day that predicted that
America’s dependence on foreign oil by the year 2025 is going to
increase from its current level to well into the 70 percent of all fuel
used in the country. If for no other reason, setting aside all of the
other arguments, if for no other reason other than to diversify our
fuel supply for national security reasons, I believe this would be a
wise direction to pursue in that those incentives would be appro-
priate for that reason alone, not to mention all of the other four
categories of benefits you get from this, the use of renewable fuels.

Mr. BACA. Thank you, Governor.
Dr. Collins, would the potential reduction in ethanol prices due

to the legislation make it a more or less economically attractive op-
tion for California to comply with the oxygenate rule of Clean Air
Act which is question number one. And is it more or less affordable
than receiving exemption for oxygenate rules?

Mr. COLLINS. Well first of all, I would say under the RFS, I am
not sure we would see a decline in ethanol prices. We are going to
see an increase in corn prices. We are going to see an expansion
in demand for ethanol. We can see an increase in ethanol prices,
although fairly modest, I think given the rate in which ethanol pro-
duction is becoming more efficient. So I don’t really see a serious
implication for California. Over the last couple of years, as Califor-
nia has phased out MTBE and now had to use 700 or 800 million
gallons of ethanol, they seem to have made that transition fairly
readily. I can remember when that transition first began there
were concerns out of California that the price of gasoline was going
to rise as much as 40 cents a gallon because of the transition from
MTBE to ethanol and that simply has not happened. I think it is
true that ethanol is not produced in California in any great quan-
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tity and it has to be shipped to California. It is shipped on large
unit trains. The transportation cost is considerable.

I think one of the benefits that California has that would miti-
gate any of the, or most of the ethanol cost implications is the cred-
it trading program that the House and Senate energy bill create.
I have been very impressed in looking at credit trading programs
in other markets. The classic one that everybody always looks at
is sulfur dioxide. When that set of regulations went into effect, the
costs of compliance were estimated widely. The actual costs of com-
pliance after it went into effect turned out to be dramatically lower
than the pre-implementation estimates and that has largely been
attributed to in peer reviewed articles to the Credit Trading Pro-
gram for sulfur dioxide. So that will be a help, I think, to Califor-
nia.

Mr. BACA. Thank you very much.
I know that my time has expired but you predict that corn prices

are rising in the coming years without the enactment of renewable
fuel standards. Do you think that this will also be attributed to, I
guess the past NAFTA or the possibility of CAFTA being passed to
as well impacting us in terms of the future?

Mr. COLLINS. I think definitely with respect to NAFTA because
Mexico is a sizeable user of corn and I think greater access to Mex-
ico is a benefit to corn producers in the United States. CAFTA is
a much smaller market and there might be some benefit for corn
there but I don’t think it compares with the size of the benefit that
we have been getting and will continue to get out of NAFTA for
corn producers.

Mr. BACA. But it may impact our farmers here in the United
States.

Mr. COLLINS. I think positively. I think of all of the work that
has been done on CAFTA the tariff reductions clearly show a very
sizeable increase in exports ranging from USDA’s own estimates to
other estimates as well. I think generally almost every industry
benefits from tariff reduction and possibly larger exports to CAFTA
countries.

Mr. BACA. OK, thank you, Mr. Collins.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Lucas is recognized.
Mr. LUCAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And actually first, just a thought and then a question for Dr. Col-

lins. Clearly, with what I believe in your written testimony some-
thing like 97 percent of the stock for making ethanol coming from
corn, our corn friends have done a great job. But as the gentleman
from Michigan questioned you earlier or discussed I guess I should
say the potential opportunities for everything from wheat straw to
other forms of cellulose to as you pointed out, the switch grass and
a variety of other things on CRP land, clearly there are some other
opportunities out there and I just would make note that certainly
the subcommittee with jurisdiction of these areas, this is one of the
things that we are going to help pursue, I think, as well as corn,
the other opportunities for ethanol from all these other sources.

My primary question though, Doctor, is at what point do grain
prices have to sufficiently rise if we are successful in creating this
important major supply of ethanol to fuel this great Nation. At
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what point do grain prices have to rise to start to effect potentially
our CRP enrollments, reenrollments?

Mr. COLLINS. That is a good question, Mr. Lucas. I am not sure
I know the answer to that one. I think it is something I could do
a little more thinking about. The problem with CRP is that we
have a mandate basically for a 39.2 million acre CRP. And to the
extent that corn prices rise, some of that rise or perhaps most of
it could get capitalized into land values. We bid land into the CRP,
basically using a reverse auction. We let producers tell us what
price they need to come into the CRP. As long as we have a man-
date to have a sizeable CRP, we will go out and pay the market
rental rate to get the land into the CRP regardless of what hap-
pens to corn price. So you are going to have the USDA bidding
against the market for land into the CRP. So unless we make some
sort of change in the way we operate the CRP, all I think we are
going to end up doing is raising our rental rates, raising the cost
of the CRP and bidding the land into the CRP anyway regardless
of what happens to the corn price.

Mr. LUCAS. But clearly you would agree that the rental rates if
we are successful, potentially would go up because if they do not,
since CRP is a voluntary program at the end of whichever period
of contracts that would come up, potentially the number of acres
would drop down. So it is something to consider in the long-term
perhaps more of a focus for the 2007 farm bill than today but none-
theless an issue that would have to be analyzed and considered in
this equation.

Mr. COLLINS. I would agree with that, Mr. Lucas.
Mr. LUCAS. And also the ability if we were successful in develop-

ing enzymes or whatever that would facilitate using grass, the cel-
lulose off of CRP land potentially as fuel stock to compliment this
effort in determining what kind of rules and regulations, what kind
of standards would apply there also, something else to be consid-
ered in the next farm bill perhaps.

Mr. COLLINS. Absolutely. I think when you look at a CRP and
the size of it, I can’t tell you that 39.2 million acres is the ideal
size given the environmental needs of agriculture. Part of it relates
to the opportunity costs of the land. If we create better opportuni-
ties for that land, I think that will clearly have to be taken into
account in designing the next generation’s CRP.

Mr. LUCAS. Very well put, Doctor.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The chair recognizes the gentlewoman from South Dakota, Ms.

Herseth.
Ms. HERSETH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And Governor Pawlenty, I would like to commend you on your

leadership in working with so many other States in the coalition
using what you have done in Minnesota over the past couple of dec-
ades as a model for what can be beneficial not only to the State
but to the region and for the country. And I guess a question to
both you and Dr. Collins to follow up on the point that Mr. Gut-
knecht was making about the efficiencies of production for ethanol
in particular but other renewable fuels and the concerns that he
expressed that I share about officials from the Department of En-
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ergy, I believe you mentioned that were testifying either not know-
ing for certain the costs of production for a gallon of ethanol or they
were offering guesstimates that they were far higher than what ac-
tually is based on newer technologies and efficiencies that many or
our plants have incorporated. Are either of you familiar with a re-
cent study and I use that term loosely that was released just the
past week or so from researchers from two universities Cornell and
California Berkley that announced that the production of ethanol
actually results in a net loss of energy which directly refutes con-
clusions that the Department of Agriculture has repeatedly reached
about the net energy balance of ethanol. And it also contradicts
more than a dozen other studies that have been done in recent
years on this topic. Are you familiar with these findings and their
conclusions that they have drawn and do you have a reaction to
those conclusions and what if anything are the Governors in the co-
alition or USDA doing to correct the misinformation that renewable
fuels opponents are spreading?

Governor PAWLENTY. Mr. Chairman, Congresswoman Herseth, I
am familiar with the study. I read at least an executive summary
of it the other day. This debate is not well served by the battle of
consultants and studies reaching conflicting results. It creates con-
fusion in the debate. People use different studies to support their
perspective. In the excerpt of the study that you are referencing,
I understand the gentleman from Berkley not too long ago is head-
ing up an advocacy group for the oil industry. There is also some
suggestion that the data that was being used was several years old.
It was in conflict with other studies from the Department of Agri-
culture that you reached an exact opposite conclusion. And so we
gather as public policymakers and have consulted some of whom
have a financial oar in the water reaching conflicting conclusions.
It is not helpful. I think we would be well served if a credible, de-
finitive, modern, up to date entity perhaps one that this committee
could facilitate would either do a study of studies and reach a con-
clusion or come up with a definitive study. But this conflicting
studies battle is confusing. It causes discord in the debate and it
is not helpful as to the one that you reference. It seems to me to
be using outdated data and at least one of the researchers, a gen-
tleman from Berkley may have a bias.

Mr. COLLINS. With that transition, I would say that a credible,
modern, up to date entity has conducted such a study and it is the
Department of Agriculture. And prior to that, one was conducted
jointly with the Department of Energy. The one done with the De-
partment of Energy showed that the energy in a gallon of ethanol
was about 34 percent greater than the energy it took to produce
it. The most recent study done last year by USDA suggests 67 per-
cent more energy in a gallon of ethanol than it takes to produce
it.

We have a long history of discussions with Dr. Pimentel from
Cornell over his work. Our principal author on our study has actu-
ally faced off with Dr. Pimentel in a workshop. And I have a lot
to say about his study but I will constrain myself here to saying
first of all, I think this whole argument about the net energy bal-
ance is really an irrelevancy. From an economic point of view—
these guys are engineers—from an economic point of view, what
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matters is what it costs to get the fuel at the time, in the form,
in the place you need it. Fuel in your gas tank is what you need.
And what it costs to get it there from alternative sources is what
matters not the energy balance. As a matter of fact, there is less
energy in a gallon of gasoline than the energy it takes to produce
it. The energy ratio for gasoline and diesel is less than one and we
are saying it is greater than one for ethanol. If you look at Dr.
Pimentel’s work, we believe that many of his assumptions are out-
dated as the Governor just noted. We base our estimates on actual
surveys that we have done in the field over the last couple of years,
work done by the National Agricultural Statistic Service which
looks at the cost of producing corn, farm production expenditure
surveys, and on so on.

Just to give you an example, Dr. Pimentel assumes that nearly
1,000 pounds of lime is applied per acre of corn in the United
States. Our data shows more like 16 pounds. And I could go
through item, after item, after item where we believe his estimates
are high. Dr. Pimentel attributes an energy cost to labor. People
eat food and I guess that is energy. We don’t count labor in the en-
ergy balance in computing the cost of the energy needed to produce
ethanol. And even though he uses labor, he uses a labor estimate
for corn far above what we show as the labor needed to produce
corn in our corn cost of production surveys.

I would mention picking up on the Governor’s point about a cred-
ible entity, I mentioned earlier that we jointly operate the Biomass
Research and Development Act with the Department of Energy.
Under that act, there is a FACA, a Federal Advisory Act Commit-
tee that advises the USDA and the Department of Energy on bio-
mass issues. This week, they voted to ask the National Academy
of Sciences to take a look at Dr. Pimentel’s work and USDA and
DOE’s work to essentially arbitrate this issue. We are convinced in
our mind what the conclusion is. And maybe if the National Acad-
emy takes a look at that, I don’t know that they will but if they
take a look at that, that could serve as this credible third party
and might help clarify some of these issues.

Ms. HERSETH. I appreciate your responses and my time is up so
I will submit my remaining questions for this panel for the record
but I do hope that once we perhaps include the National Academy
of Sciences, that those who write for the New York Times, the Wall
Street Journal, and others will actually rely on those findings as
opposed to some of the conflicting findings that tend to be opposed
to a growing industry that can serve our interests very well.

So I appreciate your testimony, thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Texas is recognized, Mr.

Conaway.
Mr. CONAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I didn’t realize I was

next.
Dr. Collins, you really hit the nail on the head when you said

what does it cost me to get the gallon of whatever I am putting in
my fuel tank in there. And I want to approach the answer to that
question with some scenarios. Both of you have spoken so highly
of ethanol and my good colleague, Mr. Gutknecht talked about it
being cheaper than gasoline. Why won’t the free market fix this
issue? In other words, if it is cheaper, than I am going to pay for
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that versus an alternative. It is very complicated obviously with
the tax incentives and the credits and the direct payments that are
made and various—can we really get an apples to apples compari-
son on what ethanol blended gasoline is versus non-ethanol blend-
ed gasoline and State it maybe a different way, what would the
price of gasoline need to be at in order for the market to do all of
this without any intervention?

Mr. COLLINS. That is a really good question for an economist.
Why wouldn’t the free market do this? I think in an era of $60 a
barrel oil prices if that is where we move—that is where we are
today and if we stay on that trajectory into the future, I think
someone made the comment earlier that we would, we could well
see 8 billion gallons of ethanol used without an RFS. I think the
market would do it with that kind of an oil price. I don’t off the
top of my head know exactly what the break even price for un-
leaded gasoline is. I don’t want to give you a number. I could prob-
ably work one up for you. I would say right now I have been look-
ing at the rate of return on ethanol plants. We have a model dry
mill ethanol plant, a financial model that we can simulate rates of
return under different assumptions. And I can tell you that right
now with wholesale gasoline at $1.50 and ethanol roughly similar,
ethanol is very, very profitable.

Mr. CONAWAY. OK. But is it profitable without all the credits and
all those incentive programs are in place? If you peeled all of that,
the interaction that all of that has out and just made it, made eth-
anol compete in the market like, all the——

Mr. COLLINS. Pretty close.
Mr. CONAWAY. We are getting closer to a point——
Mr. COLLINS. Pretty close. But right now we are at a point where

if you look over the last year, we have had strong ethanol prices.
We had $2 a gallon ethanol prices in late 2004. At the same time,
we have had low corn prices. Our corn price forecast for this com-
ing crop year is $1.90 a bushel. So this may be a little bit untypical
situation in that $60 a barrel oil, $1.90 corn, and ethanol price
boosted by the gasoline prices. But it is pretty close right now in
my opinion.

Mr. CONAWAY. OK.
Mr. COLLINS. So as you look out to the future then, there may

come a time where we don’t need all of this stuff but that would
only be because we have very high oil prices. And one of the ways
to bring down oil prices is to develop alternative sources of fuel.

Mr. CONAWAY. But at what cost?
Mr. COLLINS. Well yes, that is the critical issue.
Mr. CONAWAY. You mentioned earlier the biodiesel production is

way up because you are paying for it, not because the market is
demanding it or the market is using it but we are taking taxpayer
dollars from folks over here and giving it—and we do that a lot to
pay for that no matter what it costs. So I am interested in, I come
from west Texas, and I don’t know that oil prices are going to go
below $40. There will be some swings. But the bias is up because
it is a finite resource.

Mr. COLLINS. Right, correct.
Mr. CONAWAY. I am interested in ethanol but anyway, thank you

for that.
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Governor, can you visit with us briefly about the impact that
these mandates have had on the business climate within Min-
nesota, job pluses and ups and downs, and also just a rhetorical
statement. What I heard you say was that you only agree with con-
sultants who agree with you or you only use consultants who agree
with you in making policy decisions? I don’t know that we have
that luxury but anyway if you would comment on the business en-
vironment that these mandates have in Minnesota.

Governor PAWLENTY. Congressman, thank you.
And as to the issue of the conflicting studies, my observation

would simply be we have experts reaching different conclusions
and it would seem that some reconciliation of either their meth-
odology or the criteria to be used would be helpful and that is why
this National Academy of Science Review or potential review might
be a good thing. In other words, we have seemingly several peo-
ple——

Mr. CONAWAY. What I heard you call it was nobody—go ahead.
Answer my question if you wouldn’t mind on the business climate
in the——

Governor PAWLENTY. In terms of the business climate in Min-
nesota since the early 1990’s when the ethanol mandate came on
board, our economy relative to the Nation and the upper Midwest
has prospered substantially above the region or substantially above
the Nation for most of those years. So there is seemingly no meas-
urable impact on the economy.

Mr. CONAWAY. OK, thank you, Mr. Chairman, appreciate the
time.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from North Dakota, Mr. Pomeroy is recognized.
Mr. POMEROY. I thank the chairman.
Governor, I commend you and the Democrat leadership as well

in Minnesota. I think your bipartisan support for renewable fuels
has certainly made a difference and made Minnesota stand out. We
have not seen that type of leadership at the State level in my
State, North Dakota and I think we are substantially lagging be-
hind even on a per capita basis. What you have achieved in terms
of ethanol production and its utilization in your markets I com-
mend you and hope that in States like mine, hear this North Da-
kota State Legislature, pay a little more attention to your example.

Dr. Collins, we are very interested in biodiesel. You have testi-
fied that—previously that shoring up this relative—this new but
fairly narrow tax support for biodiesel as a renewable fuel could
help stabilize and indeed increase the production of that fuel.
Would you care to expand on that?

Mr. COLLINS. Well, I think as the Governor noted that probably
the single biggest factor behind biodiesel expansion today is the
fuel tax credit which expires at the end of 2006, I believe. And so
I think there must be a lot of expectations that it is going to be
extended giving the fact that we now have something like 35 bio-
diesel facilities in the United States and 22 facilities in various
States of planning according to the National Biodiesel Board. But
I think if I were putting money into pouring concrete, I would be
a little uncertain about the future environment without some as-
surance that that fuel tax credit is going to be there. So I think
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that is probably the single most important factor for expanding bio-
diesel production over the next decade.

Mr. POMEROY. Are considerations under way—this is a little out
of your economic area.

Mr. COLLINS. Yes.
Mr. POMEROY. But are you aware of any discussions being held

in the energy conference relative to expanding that tax credit?
Mr. COLLINS. I am not, no, but I have been asked previously to

come up and brief the Senate Finance Committee staff on ethanol
and biodiesel issues. And in those briefings it was pointed out to
me that they emphasized that USDA do things to encourage the
expansion of this industry because through the expansion of this
industry, it would validate the tax preference and make it more
likely that the tax preference could be continued. Of course from
an economic point of view, that might cost more to continue the
bigger the industry is, so it may cut both ways. But I think that
they were making a good point. They put the tax preference in the
law and they want to see it used and it is being used. And so I
think that at least is one factor that might help motivate a push
toward expansion.

Mr. POMEROY. Mr. Chairman, perhaps this committee would
want to think about sending a letter to the conferees urging consid-
eration of this. This is just an idea.

I want to move now to the ethanol production out of sugar which
the Secretary has advanced as a sweetener for CAFTA votes. Now
I understand that the Secretary proposes using CCC funds, that is
an authorized use of CCC funds, Dr. Collins?

Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir, it is.
Mr. POMEROY. OK. Now what do stakeholders in existing ethanol

production think of this application of CCC funds to have sugar
based ethanol production?

Mr. COLLINS. I have not asked them but my guess would be that
they——

Mr. POMEROY. You didn’t ask them?
Mr. COLLINS. I haven’t personally.
Mr. POMEROY. Did the Secretary?
Mr. COLLINS. I don’t know if the Secretary asked them or not.
Mr. POMEROY. Did the U.S. Department of Agriculture?
Mr. COLLINS. Even if I asked them, my guess is I might know

the answer because if you——
Mr. POMEROY. Well I find—no, no, I don’t want hypotheticals

here.
Mr. COLLINS. OK.
Mr. POMEROY. You have advanced using the CCC funds to buy

this sugar that is going to come in from these CAFTA countries
and turn it into ethanol and you didn’t check with the existing
landscape of ethanol production of mostly corn based, the very peo-
ple that have pioneered the technology, developed the market,
taken the financial risk, moved it all forward and you didn’t check
with them?

Mr. COLLINS. 118,000 tons of sugar imports under CAFTA if
made completely into ethanol would be 17 million gallons out of 4
billion——
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Mr. POMEROY. OK, Dr. Collins, Dr. Collins, what happens in
2008? Do you anticipate CCC funds continuing to be used to pur-
chase sugar coming in from the CAFTA countries for ethanol pro-
duction?

Mr. COLLINS. The Secretary’s commitment was the 2 years up to
the farm bill.

Mr. POMEROY. So you don’t anticipate in 2008 you are going to
be buying any sugar for ethanol production?

Mr. COLLINS. I have no anticipation because it goes beyond the
Secretary’s commitment period.

Mr. POMEROY. What about the NAFTA sugar that comes in in
2008? Do you anticipate using CCC funds for ethanol production at
that time?

Mr. COLLINS. I don’t assume that there will be NAFTA sugar.
Mr. POMEROY. OK. So we have got a 2-year deal, they are going

to buy a little sugar, make a little ethanol, didn’t run it by the corn
guys but doesn’t matter because it is not much, it is not for long.

Thank you very much, I yield back.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Nebraska, Mr. Osborne.
Mr. OSBORNE. Hello. I would like to thank both of you for being

here today.
A quick question for the Governor. I am somewhat intrigued with

your State’s decision to go to an E–20 mandate and do you find any
conflict with those who would like to have market forces determine
the price? Has this been an ongoing debate in your State and if so
could you summarize the debate and your logic and others in Min-
nesota?

Governor PAWLENTY. Mr. Chairman, Congressman, I think there
is certainly a group of folks within Minnesota and I think nation-
ally who would be what we would say the invisible hand, Adam
Smith approach to energy and renewable energy and that the Gov-
ernment shouldn’t meddle or incentivize or subsidize and those
voices continue to express their views in Minnesota. The flip side
of the coin of course is to get the industry up and running and to
try to achieve some of the goals and benefits that we have talked
about earlier in terms of environmental benefit, national security
benefit, rural economic development benefit, energy policy, that
those incentives at least in the early stage of the industry are
worthwhile. But clearly those voices that you have described or ref-
erenced have been in the debate and they have not been ignored
but I think on balance people have been willing to incentivize at
least in the early stages move beyond those voices. And as has been
describe by Dr. Collins and Congressman Gutknecht and others as
it turns out, the economics of the ethanol industry are getting bet-
ter to the point where it may be even after incentives and subsidies
close to a draw at least at these oil prices.

Mr. OSBORNE. My question certainly does not reflect a negative
attitude on my part. I was just wondering what your experience
had been.

A couple questions for Dr. Collins. One is I have a sense that
maybe some of the spin-offs from the ethanol industry could long-
term benefit rural America even more than the ethanol industry
itself and that may not be your area of expertise but biodegradable
plastics from wet milling, creatine, some pharmaceutical crops can
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be, I think spin offs. Do you have any thoughts on that or do you
have any data on that at all?

Mr. COLLINS. I would, Mr. Osborne, I would say you are exactly
right. In this area of the byproducts of ethanol production, creating
new value added products is a big area of research. One of the
issues that comes up all the time is the production of glycerin for
example and how that could create a problem because there would
be too much of it for the glycerin industry. That is just one exam-
ple. We have a research program at ARS that is looking at making
polymers out of glycerin and bacteria for byproducts out of glycerin.
So there is a range of research going on now not only to improve
the feed quality by taking phosphorus out of DDGs, not only im-
proving the feed quality but also creating a whole new range of
products for this new generation of biorefineries that people hope
will be part of the bio based product industry of the 21st century.

Mr. OSBORNE. All right. And I have one more question so it may
be rather technical. But I noticed in your charts at the back here,
you indicate that corn and sorghum production would go up, price
would go up, and probably the biggest flag would be in sorghum.
And I was wondering why that would be because normally the pri-
mary ingredient for ethanol is corn when we go to the 8 billion——

Mr. COLLINS. Right.
Mr. OSBORNE. If we go to the 8 billion mandate. And it looked

like soybeans was going to go down. And with biodiesel I would as-
sume, so I wondered if you had any thoughts or could explain that.

Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. First, with respect to biodiesel, we did not
make explicit assumptions about biodiesel.

Mr. OSBORNE. OK.
Mr. COLLINS. The Department of Energy didn’t in their analysis

of the RFS–8 and we followed that. We did not make explicit as-
sumptions either. So we have a fairly minimal biodiesel production
in there. More biodiesel production would of course have a bigger
impact. But biodiesel at least in a hundred or a couple hundred
million gallon level which is way beyond what we are producing
right now would represent a very, very small portion of vegetable
oil or animal fat production in the United States. So it is probably
not going to have much of an impact. With respect to sorghum,
what we have seen over the last decade is a fairly sizeable decline
in sorghum acreage in the United States. So to get acreage back
into sorghum, it takes a little bit more of a price kick. We have also
seen in the Southern Plains, a big interest in turning sorghum into
ethanol. There has been a lot of pioneering research on new ways
of converting grain sorghum into ethanol. And so we think there
will be an opportunity there to use sorghum in ethanol production.
We think the economics are improving to convert sorghum into eth-
anol production. And with the decline in sorghum acreage, we
think that would give it a little bit more of a price boost. And I
think that is probably the logic behind what is in those charts.

The CHAIRMAN. The time for the gentleman has expired and we
recognize the gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Barrow and then we
are going to go vote.

Mr. BARROW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have no questions. I just have a word of explanation. Like Mr.

Osborne, I serve on the Education and Workforce Committee but
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unlike him, we had amendments marking up this morning that I
was sponsoring so I appreciate his being here and I express my re-
gret for not being able to attend the full hearing. Thank you very
much.

The CHAIRMAN. We have about 61⁄2 minutes remaining before we
go vote. I think that has completed it with everybody so Governor
Pawlenty, thank you very, very much. I know you had to adjust
your schedule some to be with us today.

Dr. Collins, you are always welcome. This has been a very, very
good panel and we thank you for your contribution.

Governor PAWLENTY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are dismissed. We will take up the sec-

ond panel after the vote.
[Recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order. And we would

now like to invite our second panel to testify, Mr. Dave
Frederickson, president of the National Farmers Union of Washing-
ton, DC; Mr. Leon Corzine, president of the National Corn Growers
Association of Assumption, Illinois; Mr. Douglas Faulkner, owner
and operator of the Virginia Biodiesel Refinery of West Point Vir-
ginia on behalf of the American Soybean Association; Mr. James
Mason, general manager of the Virginia Poultry Growers Coopera-
tive of Hinton, Virginia on behalf of the National Turkey Federa-
tion and the National Chicken Council; Ms. Lori Perine, executive
director of the American Forest and Paper Association of Washing-
ton, DC.

I would remind all of you that your full statements will be made
a part of the record. We ask that you limit your comments to 5
minutes and we will start with Mr. Frederickson, welcome.

STATEMENT OF DAVE FREDERICKSON, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL FARMERS UNION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. FREDERICKSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is indeed a pleasure to be here today. I want to also thank

Ranking Member Peterson who is not in the room at the time and
also Congress Gil Gutknecht from my home State of Minnesota.
Good to see you, Congressman.

I am Dave Frederickson, president of the National Farmers
Union. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for convening this hear-
ing on renewable fuel standard and how farmers and ranchers can
participate in the development of a comprehensive energy policy for
the United States. And I might add that over the years but for the
persistence of farmers and ranchers on this very issue, Mr. Chair-
man, we probably wouldn’t be here today because there were so
many opponents. And Congressman Gutknecht and I share some
history. We remember those days and we remember the opponents
but for the persistence of farmers and ranchers, we wouldn’t be
here discussing this very important issue and I thank you for that.

It is especially timely, the hearing, as the energy bill conferees
our meeting as we speak to hammer out the differences between
the House and Senate energy package both of which contain dis-
tinctly different renewable fuel standards. And let me make one
thing very clear from the State. The National Farmers Union and
a wide coalition of farm groups and the ethanol and biodiesel in-
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dustry supports the Senate position for the RFS in the Energy Con-
ference Committee proceedings and that language is reflected in
this particular piece of legislation.

Again, I want to specifically thank Mr. Peterson along with Mr.
Gutknecht and Ms. Herseth, Mr. King, Mr. Osborne, Mr. Boswell,
Mr. Moran, and Mr. Salazar, and others for recently introducing
the Renewable Fuels Act of 2005. Through legislation in the Sen-
ate, the RFS package would establish a very strong renewable fuels
standard mandate for the use of 8 billion gallons of ethanol in our
Nation’s transportation fuels by the year 2012 and it contains very
tough waiver language and anti-backsliding provisions to protect
gains we have made in the Clean Air Act. We certainly encourage
you to insist on this language in the final energy conference report.
Our farmers and ranchers will settle frankly for no less than 8 bil-
lion gallons by the year 2012. And the other important and vital
language included in your legislation and the Senate energy pack-
age.

Due in part to encouraging public policy and the 2002 farm bill,
ethanol and biodiesel production cooperatives, Mr. Chairman, are
flourishing. In fact, in the agricultural sector where markets are in-
creasingly controlled by a handful of large multi-national compa-
nies, ethanol production markets appear to be one of the few U.S.
markets that have become more and more competitive and to that
we are thankful.

This past February, delegates to the National Farmers Union an-
nual convention approved a special order of business encouraging
the production of fuels from the farm. In fact, the National Farm-
ers Union Policy shows that as far back as 1978 when gasohol was
the prevailing term, our members supported a mandate for ethanol
use in gasoline way back then and we have continued to work on
this policy ever since.

And I know, Mr. Chairman, this is of special interest to you
today but today five Farmers Union State chapters operate a coop-
erative in Congressman Peterson’s district just a little bit north of
Mr. Gutknecht’s district line in Redwood Falls, MN that is produc-
ing biodiesel from rendered animal fats and oils and for that, Mr.
Chairman, we thank you for adding that very strong provision in
the language. It is a farmer owned biodiesel production facility.
Others are being construction in North Dakota in addition to a
large ethanol plant in Oklahoma both sponsored, Mr. Chairman by
members of the National Farmers Union and the State organiza-
tions. House and Senate RFS legislation also provides a tax incen-
tive for biodiesel that will be extremely important in stimulating
new production of biodiesel from both soybeans, as well as, from
animal fats. We strongly support extending the biodiesel tax credit
or tax incentive to the year 2010.

And to your point early on, with the last panel, Mr. Chairman,
we stand with you on the issue of parity. We understand, certainly
that there are perceived losers and perceived winners. And cer-
tainly in the area of parity for other products to be utilized in the
production, we stand in support of that provision making sure that
we have parity and then certainly making sure that we maintain
parity throughout the commodity and so we are proud and pleased
to stand with you on that.
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With that, Mr. Chairman, I will cease and let the balance of my
testimony be included into the record. Thank you so much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Frederickson appears at the con-
clusion of the hearing.]

The CHAIRMAN. Well thank you, Mr. Frederickson. I am pleased
to hear you say that.

Mr. Corzine, welcome.

STATEMENT OF LEON CORZINE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CORN
GROWERS ASSOCIATION, ASSUMPTION, IL

Mr. CORZINE. Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Peterson if
he were here and I am sure he will be back and members of the
committee, I want to thank you for giving me this opportunity.
This is an opportunity to come from my farm where my son was
working me pretty hard yesterday to our Nation’s capitol to ad-
dress you all at this very important time. Only in America do we
have these opportunities and I certainly appreciate that.

We are talking about a key issue facing our Nation today. It is
about energy, national and economic security. With gasoline prices
at near record levels, petroleum imports rising, domestic energy
production declining, and the Nation’s energy crisis, slowing econ-
omy growth, now is the time to maximize the production and the
use of domestic renewable fuels by supporting the 8 billion gallon
renewable fuel standard.

My name, as you mentioned, is Leon Corzine. I am president of
the National Corn Growers Association. My wife Susie and my son
Craig who is our sixth generation and I grow corn and soybeans
and a few angus cows on a family farm in Assumption, Illinois.
NCGA was founded in 1957 and we currently represent the inter-
est of more than 300,000 corn farmers across the Nation that con-
tribute to the check off.

The renewable fuels industry took another step toward making
an 8 billion gallon RFS a reality on June 28, Mr. Chairman, when
you joined Ranking Member Peterson and representatives Gut-
knecht, Osborne, Herseth, King, and Moran in introducing H.R.
3081. The introduction of 3081 came at a very important time in
the committee negotiations increasing the support from the House
on the 8 billion gallon RFS and that is critical.

For more than 20 years, NCGA has worked side by side with
farmers, industry, and the Government to build the ethanol indus-
try to where it is today. The ethanol market is the single most suc-
cessful and fastest growing value added market and rural develop-
ment opportunity for farmers in rural America. Nearly 60 percent
of the U.S. ethanol plants are farmer owned. Our record 11.8 acre
billion bushel corn crop in 2004 highlights the importance of the
growing ethanol industry for corn growers seeking markets for our
products. In 2004, the industry processed 11 percent of Nation’s
corn crop into ethanol. This year it is expected to reach nearly 13
percent. The resulting co-products will continue to provide a qual-
ity food supply for cattle, swine, and poultry. There is still plenty
of room for the ethanol market to grow without limiting the avail-
ability of corn. The 8 billion gallon RFS will require the use of 2.4
billion bushels of corn by 2012. And while these represent signifi-
cant increases from the 2005 levels, the 8 billion RFS will not even
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use the increase in corn production that we will have in that same
time period. The increased production of ethanol will result in the
large supplies of distilled or dried grains and this medium protein
feed component will find its largest demand in the beef and dairy
cattle industries but DDGs have shown to be beneficial to turkeys
and are being used in both broiler and egg laying operations and
we are participating in studies to enhance that.

While ethanol production creates greater demand for corn, it is
not just corn growers who reap the benefits. Each ethanol plant
serves as a rural economic engine for the surrounding areas creat-
ing high paying jobs, value added markets for farmers, and in-
creased local tax revenue. And it is the local schools in rural areas
that rely on this tax support. It is the main street merchants who
depend on rural families with reliable incomes. All those who live
and do business in an area where an ethanol plant exists, benefit
from the economic activity that it generates.

Today, the U.S. ethanol industry has the capacity to produce
more than 3.8 billion gallons. Enactment of an 8 billion RFS would
continue to expand the domestic ethanol and biodiesel production.
This is not a mandate on the States. This is a requirement of refin-
ers and blenders. Ethanol facilities are extremely energy efficient
and actually yield more energy than refining gasoline and the gaso-
line additive MTBE. According to the USDA, the net energy bal-
ance of ethanol indicates that ethanol products 67 percent more en-
ergy than it takes to generate.

Ethanol’s energy efficiency comes from the fact that corn plants
are very efficient solar panels that take energy from the sun and
collect them and store them and we turn them into fuel. New tech-
nology and processes will have dramatic effect on the energy re-
quired for ethanol production, greatly reducing the input that is re-
quired in the production of ethanol. Those who claim that ethanol
production is a net energy loser has been talked about this morning
already and are using outdated information, old technology, and
our conveniently forgetting to mention that there is no fossil fuel
that can have a positive energy balance.

Farm income would also rise as ethanol production rapidly ex-
pands. According to the USDA, ethanol adds 20 to 40 cents of addi-
tional value to every bushel of corn, ownership and increased
value, boosts the ag economy leading to reduce net farm program
costs and taxpayer outlays. In fact, with the enactment of an 8 bil-
lion gallon RFS, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that
spending for farm programs would decline by approximately $4.8
billion between 2007 and 2015. NCGA has always and our member-
ship has always wanted to get our income from the marketplace
and not from Government programs. Our Nation’s dangerous de-
pendence on foreign oil comes with the financial and human cost
of military involvement in the Middle East making us vulnerable
to the whims of OPEC oil ministers and volatile and militant for-
eign governments. An 8 billion gallon RFS would provide a stabile
demand for the use of ethanol while reducing the Nation’s depend-
ence on foreign oil displacing over 2 billion barrels of crude oil. It
is a very important step as we work towards energy independence.

The fuels provision included in the Senate version of the energy
bill includes the 8 billion gallon national RFS to be phased in by
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2012. Moreover, it phases out the use of MTBE, includes the anti-
backsliding provisions that will preserve the air quality benefits of
reformulated gasoline and provide significant new flexibility for re-
finers in the use of renewable fuels by limiting the application of
credits generated by the RFS program. The NCGA urges you to
support the Senate position on this RFS. The 8 billion gallon RFS
is about reducing America’s dangerous dependence on foreign oil
and the economic and military costs that will result from this de-
pendence. It is about our keeping our air and water clean through
the use of safe, clean burning fuels. It is about improving our econ-
omy by building new domestic industries that can meet the de-
mands of consumers and keep American dollars here at home rath-
er than filling the coffers of foreign unfriendly governments. It is
about the future of U.S. agriculture and out Nation as a whole.
Congress needs to enact a comprehensive energy policy now that
includes the 8 billion gallon RFS.

Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Peterson, and members of
the committee, I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify
once again on this timely and very important issue. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Corzine appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Corzine.
Mr. Faulkner, welcome. We are pleased to have you with us. I

understand that you had a pretty well known visitor to West Point
a few weeks ago and I was sorry I couldn’t get over to be there
with the President when he visited your biodiesel refinery, but that
was a great opportunity for you and for Virginia to have the Presi-
dent highlight renewable fuels for us. So we welcome you today
and look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS FAULKNER, VIRGINIA BIODIESEL
REFINERY, WEST POINT, VA

Mr. FAULKNER. Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Peterson,
thank you very much for giving America’s soybean farmers the op-
portunity to testify on agriculture’s role in growing our way to-
wards energy security through the use of renewable fuels like bio-
diesel.

My name is Doug Faulkner. I am a member of the Virginia Soy-
bean Association and I sit on the board of the Virginia Soybean As-
sociation. My father, brother, and I currently own and operate a
biodiesel refinery in West Point, VA approximately 30 miles east
of Richmond. This plant demonstrates the ability of biodiesel to be
produced on a regional basis privately and profitably.

Earlier this summer as you had referred, I was honored to have
President Bush deliver a speech at our facility. In his speech he
highlighted three things, the energy bill, Social Security, and the
environment. The common thread that he made was that as the
most developed and prosperpus generation in the history of the
world today, we have an obligation to two generations out to leave
them with better than a dirty planet, no energy, and a broken So-
cial Security system.

Mr. Chairman, the issue raised today is a critical issue with
soaring petroleum prices but there is something we can do to con-
trol that. The renewable standards would battle the high price of
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gasoline and diesel fuel. And my fellow soybean farmers and biodie-
sel industry companions are ready to carry this battle forward.

Mr. Chairman, the soybeans grown right here at home by the
American farmer can be used to make fuel called biodiesel. Biodie-
sel is an alternative made from agricultural products like soybean
oil. It will never replace diesel fuel. Biodiesel is one of the best test-
ed alternative fuels in the country with more than 50 million suc-
cessful road miles and countless off road and marine hours in vir-
tually ever diesel engine type and diesel application. It has similar
torque, horsepower, and fuel economy but it burns significantly
cleaner and has premium fuel attributes. My personal vehicle runs
100 percent on biodiesel.

Last year, Congress approved and the President signed into law
legislation that created tax incentives for diesel transportation
fuels made from soybean oil, other vegetable oils, and agricultural
byproducts. Specifically, this program amounts to a penny per per-
cent of biodiesel blended with petroleum diesel for agri-biodiesel
such as that made from soybean oil and a half-penny per percent-
age for biodiesel made from other sources.

As you are aware, the biodiesel tax incentive will expire Decem-
ber 31, 2006. While the tax incentives have been successful in
boosting the demand, probably more successful than what you had
ever anticipated, in order to attract additional capital to building
additional plants and continue the growth of biodiesel, we need an
extension of this program well beyond 2006. With Congress consid-
ering comprehensive energy legislation, it is critical that we retain
and extend this extension to secure capital from other sources.

Mr. Chairman, while the tax extension is critical to the long-term
viability of biodiesel, one thing that will enhance the growth of the
biodiesel is the renewable fuels standard. With rising crude oil and
fuel prices hurting consumers and record petroleum imports exac-
erbating our trade imbalance, we need to be maximizing the use
of homegrown biodiesel. Enacting an RFS that would provide a
market of 8 billion gallons by 2012 demonstrates a firm commit-
ment to reducing this Nation’s foreign oil dependence while provid-
ing a significant impact to the American economy. The production
and use of 8 billion gallons of biodiesel and ethanol and other re-
newable fuels would displace over 2 billion barrels of crude oil.

The reality is that the biodiesel industry is positioning itself to
meet greater demand by welcoming new producers to the fuel mar-
ket. Demand has been stimulated in part by the passage of the
Federal tax incentive. That must be extended to draw capital for
more plants to be built. Today there are currently 32 biodiesel
plants operating and 23 biodiesel plants are proposed. In total, the
55 eligible plants have the potential to add more than 350 million
gallons of domestically produced biodiesel to the existing transpor-
tation fuels marketplace.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, the importance of biodiesel as an alter-
native fuel to the Nation’s economy has never been greater and its
value promises to grow even larger. Oil prices are at all time highs
and are once again threatening the American economy. It is time
for the U.S. to embrace energy policies that will help farmers im-
prove our energy security, protect the environment and stimulate
our economy. Thank you.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Faulkner appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Faulkner.
Mr. Mason, you are particularly welcome as my constituent and

as the new general manager of the Virginia Poultry Growers Coop-
erative which we are all very proud of in the valley, helped to save
a disaster situation for many poultry farmers and would have had
a ripple effect I am sure through the economy of the area to say
nothing of the hundreds of workers in the processing plant that you
operate as well. So one of the things that have made you a success
so far are low grain prices and I know you want to keep it that
way so we are welcome to hear your testimony today as well.

STATEMENT OF JAMES L. MASON, GENERAL MANAGER,
VIRGINIA POULTRY GROWERS COOPERATIVE

Mr. MASON. Thank you and I appreciate you and the chairman
giving me the opportunity to testify here today. It is especially nice
to have the opportunity to come and visit you 2 weeks in a row
where you work.

The National Turkey Federation and the National Chicken Coun-
cil have concerns about the renewable fuels standard as contained
in H.R. 3081 and in both versions of the energy bill. Mandating the
use of a certain quantity of fuel ethanol directly impacts the de-
mand for corn which in turn directly impacts the economic viability
of animal agriculture. It is our hope that our comments and efforts
today can contribute to an energy policy that provides for a renew-
able fuel program without jeopardizing the more than 40,000 fam-
ily farms involved in producing chicken and turkeys for the Amer-
ican consumer.

My name is Jim Mason and I am the general manager of the
Poultry Growers Cooperative in Hinton, Virginia. I previously
worked for more than 20 years as a senior executive of Wampler-
Longacre, Inc., serving as president of Wampler Foods from 1993
to 1997. I am a former executive committee member of the Na-
tional Turkey Federation, a past president of the Virginia Poultry
Federation, and a former member of the National Chicken Council.

The VPGC was created last year after Pilgrim’s Pride decided to
consolidate all its turkey processing operations into the company’s
Pennsylvania facilities. Through your many efforts, Mr. Chairman,
and the hard work of many others, we were able to form the VPGC
and continue proving a processing outlet for 143 family farmers
who otherwise might have been forced to give up turkey production
on their farms. Today, the VPGC is processing turkeys raised in
Virginia and West Virginia into 150 million pounds of high quality
nutritious turkey products and we are employing 530 people at our
plant in Hinton. We are excited about this venture and optimistic
about our future. But make no mistake about it, we are a start up
operation. We remain extremely vulnerable to outside forces that
could undermine our profitability and long-term success. That is
why we have grave concerns about H.R. 3081, about the energy bill
now pending in conference committee and about the general con-
cept of a renewable fuels standard.

Feed can account for as much as 70 percent of the cost of raising
poultry. The availability and cost of corn has a direct impact on the
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profitability of poultry producers and on the profitability of those
who process their products. In the mid–1990’s, grain supplies be-
came very tight with the corn stock to use ration dropping well
below 10 percent. Competition for the limited corn supplies was
fierce and feed costs soared to more than 30 cents per pound for
turkeys in 1996. That year, the turkey industry lost about almost
7 cents on every pound it produced. The chicken industry can tell
a similar story. Only twice in recent memory has chicken produc-
tion decreased from one year to the next. In both of these in-
stances, it was the result of Federal Government imposing policies
that disrupted normal market forces and conditions. Our organiza-
tions and the family farmers and companies we represent, appre-
ciate the committee’s sensitivity to our situation and the oppor-
tunity to talk to you about the RFS.

H.R. 3081 and the Senate version of the energy bill both call for
refiners to blend 8 billion gallons of renewable fuel into gasoline by
the year 2012. The House version of the energy bill provides for 5
billion gallons by 2012. Those who support the RFS say livestock
and poultry producers do not need to worry about the feed markets
because the trend line on corn yields is increasing and because gas-
oline refiners will start using products other than corn based etha-
nol to meet the standard. They also point out that ethanol refining
produces dry distillers grains that can be used in feed. We sincerely
hope the ethanol components are right on the first two points but
it was just 3 years ago that we had a 9 billion bushel corn crop
and the continuing dry weather this year in the Midwest under-
scores the ongoing risk of short corn harvests. There may be some
increased diversity of renewable fuels by 2012 but with a capacity
approaching 4.5 billion gallons, the corn based ethanol industry has
a tremendous head start on their competitor.

Finally, the ethanol refining process removes the starch leaving
only protein in the dried distiller’s grains. Poultry generally can
utilize no more than 10 percent in feed rations so there is little
room for additional DDG consumption. That is why the National
Turkey Federation and National Chicken Council strongly believe
Congress should hold the RFS to 5 billion gallons and at the same
time should include provisions that explicitly protect animal agri-
culture producers in the event of a large crop shortage or outright
failure.

Right now, about 11 percent of the corn crop is being diverted to
ethanol. At 8 billion gallons under the wrong circumstances, the
RFS could divert almost 35 percent of the corn crop to ethanol. At
5 billion gallons, the maximum diversion is probably closer to 20
percent. Congress also should recognize that the RFS at any level
could put livestock and poultry producers at a competitive dis-
advantage in a tight corn market. Because gasoline refiners will be
mandated by the RFS to purchase a specific amount of renewal
fuel, they can pass along almost any cost increase to their cus-
tomer.

I believe I am out of time but would I be allowed to continue?
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. MASON. Historically, when feed costs increase, livestock and

poultry producers begin liquidating flocks and herds to cut costs
and increase chances of financial survival. There is no Federal
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mandate to purchase meat and poultry so these markets overloads,
drive down retail prices severely limiting the ability to pass cost in-
creases along to consumers. On the producers with the deepest
pockets will survive. That is why a pressure relief valve is a rea-
sonable safety precaution.

Both the NCC and NTF strongly recommend Congress include a
provision in the RFS that would protect livestock and poultry pro-
ducers from a crop disaster. You will find a copy of our proposal
attached to our written statement. This amendment would require
review by EPA to adjust the RFS if the stocks to use ration drops
below 10 percent which is the level at which livestock and poultry
producers almost always begin to experience financial crisis. Poul-
try producers understand that feed costs will go up and when sup-
plies are short and we accept that market risk. We would ask Con-
gress to recognize the potential distorting effect of the RFS on our
markets and provide us with a way to alleviate at least some or
a portion of that disruption. We think this is a fair proposal and
one that would be utilized only rarely. The risk to ethanol produc-
ers in this proposal is small and we would hope Congress would
consider it a reasonable trade off given the market advantages the
ethanol industry will be gaining.

One final note on our proposed amendment, the waiver language
in H.R. 3081 and the waiver language in both versions of the en-
ergy bill will not work. A waiver process is too lengthy and the de-
cision is too entirely discretionary on the part of the EPA adminis-
trator. We want to make the process timelier and less subjective
to insure that any RFS adjustments provides a real benefit to live-
stock and poultry producers.

We thank you for the opportunity to testify and we would be
pleased to answer any questions when the time arises.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mason appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Mason.
Ms. Perine, we are pleased to have your testimony as well, wel-

come.

STATEMENT OF LORI A. PERINE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AGENDA 2020 TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCE, AMERICAN FOREST
AND PAPER ASSOCIATION

Ms. PERINE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And I would
like to thank you and Ranking Member Peterson and the other
members of the committee for inviting me to testify today about
this important topic. I welcome the opportunity to present the
views of the forest products industry and to testify about our poten-
tial for fulfilling the 8 billion gallon renewable fuel standard as
proposed in H.R. 3081. I have submitted a more detailed statement
for the record but I would just like to touch on the view of the main
points here in my oral statement today.

My name is Lori Perine. I am here in my role as executive direc-
tor of Agenda 2020 which is our industry’s technology alliance and
a special project of AF&PA. AF&PA is the national trade associa-
tion for our industry representing more than 200 member compa-
nies and related associations affiliated with manufacturers of pulp
paper, paperboard, and wood products. Our products literally touch
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every facet of our society. As an industry, we account for approxi-
mately 7 percent of total U.S. manufacturing output. We employ
1.3 million people and we rank among the top 10 manufacturing
employers in 42 States.

We believe that our industry is positioned to be an important re-
source in accomplishing the biofuel goes of this legislation. The pro-
vision in the bill would provide an important incentive to drive pri-
vate and public investments in integrated biorefineries located at
our industries mills. Biorefineries that would have the potential to
annually produce nearly 2 billion gallons of ethanol and another
1.09 million barrels of other renewable transportation fuels includ-
ing biodiesel. These biorefineries would facilitate growth in the do-
mestic production capability for renewable fuels based on existing
manufacturing infrastructure. In addition to reinvigorating our in-
dustry, these biorefineries would actually help to serve to revitalize
the communities where our industry is based which were primarily
rural communities throughout the Nation. And finally, introduction
of these integrated biorefineries will help advance national goals
for energy, environmental performance, and economic competitive-
ness of U.S. industries.

Through Agenda 2020, we have created partnerships with Fed-
eral Government and other industries to drive this biorefinery vi-
sion. The vision is really to evolve our existing infrastructure into
distributed facilities that process both forest and agricultural mate-
rials to reduce renewable bioenergy and bioproducts. We can do
this while persevering the traditional product lines that we now
create and in addition to creating new and better paying jobs,
strengthening the communities that we serve, and opening domes-
tic and international markets for forest products companies.

This is very much a win-win situation for all around as these in-
tegrated biorefineries would contribute to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and dependence on foreign fossil fuel by substituting do-
mestic renewable materials as feedstock for products that are now
derived from non-renewable carbon. If fully developed and fully
commercialized, we show by early estimates that we could reduce
fossil energy consumption by over 250 trillion BTUs per year and
have the additional benefit of cutting approximately 40 million tons
of carbon emissions annually.

This general concept that we are talking about, the Integrated
Forest Products Biorefinery has green components. First, we look
at taking the wood before it goes into our pulping operations ex-
tracting certain components and creating ethanol or chemical feed
stocks out of those components. These technologies will be in com-
mercial scale demonstration within 3 years and if over—at least 75
percent of our mills adopt the technology, we could be annually
producing ethanol in the range of 2 to 2.4 billion gallons each year.

We also look as a second component at taking the residuals from
our mills and from other operations, gasifying those residuals, and
creating a variety of fuels and chemicals. The biomass gasification
technologies for our spent pulping liquors are currently being com-
mercialized and are in demonstration including in demonstration
in your State, Virginia, Mr. Chairman. And the process is to con-
vert the syngas from that gasification into transportation fuels
should be on line commercially within the next 5 years. This gives
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us a potential to produce 1.09 billion, million barrels as I stated be-
fore of renewable fuels. And with a little additional research, we
know that we could turn that syngas into ethanol, as well as, other
high value products.

The third area we look at is related to the feed stock itself
through sustainable forest productivity. As we develop the advance
technology to grow faster growing feed stocks of high quality, we
can improve the life cycle of the feed stocks and the energy con-
sumption of the integrated biorefinery. In the short-term, our bio-
refineries will draw from the existing consumption of the industry
but in the longer term through the advance forest management
practices that we are enabling, we will be able to customize the bio-
mass that goes into these biorefineries both for traditional products
and for the new biofuels that it can produce.

This is an incredible vision that we have that is very near to
commercialization that would provide a considerable potential in
terms of the filling the renewable fuel standard of 8 billion gallons
of ethanol but we do need your assistance in addressing several key
challenges that I touch on briefly. The first is in terms of the defi-
nitions of renewable fuels, biomass, and cellulosic fuels and ethanol
that are in various pieces of Federal legislation and that are used
by the Federal agencies. Those definitions generally are inclusive
but we run into situations where one or more of the key compo-
nents of wood are excluded which means that various parts of our
industry are not eligible for participation in these programs and ac-
tivities. We would like to work with you and Members of Congress
and the relevant Federal agencies to construct inclusive definitions
of biomass and renewable energy that includes all components of
forest materials. Second, sustained and adequate funding of RD&D
partnerships are essential for us to move forward with this vision
of the integrated forest biorefinery. They are especially important
programs in terms of the joint USDA DOE biomass research on
which we depend to make these technologies viable. We would like
to work with you to ensure adequate funding of those programs.
And third, we would like to work with you to ensure that programs
within USDA such as the forest products laboratory are appro-
priately structured to meet the research needs that we see here
with the forest biorefinery but also obviously are consistent with
U.S. Forest Service mission imperatives.

We consider this to be an incredible opportunity to support the
goals that you are trying to move forward, Mr. Chairman and we
look forward to working with you, this committee, and other Mem-
bers of Congress to maximize the industry’s role to contributing to
these goals.

Thank you very much for allowing me to testify this morning and
I look forward to answering any questions that you and members
of the committee may have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Perine appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Perine.
Well let me start by asking Mr. Faulkner if you could tell us how

your biodiesel plant has benefited your community and its farmers
economically.
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Mr. FAULKNER. In terms of the farmers I will start there first be-
cause they mean the most to me. All of the farmers that we service,
we also have an oil company and all of them use biodiesel. Some
of them use a 2 percent blend, some of them use a 20 percent
blend. In terms of the community, it doesn’t take a lot of people to
make biodiesel so we haven’t hired a lot of people. We have added
to the tax base. We have in terms of the—if I may be so bold as
to refer to my community as the State of Virginia, we have sold
more diesel, more biodiesel out of the State than in the State and,
therefore, we have taken the product of Virginia soybeans, sent
them over the lines and brought money back in. And that money
keeps circulating among the farmers and among the other proc-
essors. So the economic activity we use a multiplier of 3 to 1. So
for every $10 million worth of sales, you create about $30 million
worth of economic activity.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that you mentioned that you will
increase production in your plant by a million gallons by the end
of the summer. Is this a sign that demand for biodiesel is growing
in Virginia and the surrounding area?

Mr. FAULKNER. You guys did a real good job in increasing the de-
mand for biodiesel. And today was the first that I have heard and
it sent chills up my spine that we may actually start importing bio-
diesel to meet the demands. There is not enough biodiesel.

The CHAIRMAN. Very interesting. If so, can this demand be met
without increasing the price of feed that concerns the fellow to your
left there?

Mr. FAULKNER. In my opinion, yes. And I would probably need
a little but more time to really think it through but I can probably
tell you that the oil from soybeans has long been a drag on the
market. And so until we got to the point where we were doing zero
exports to the international market, it would seem to me that any
increase value to the oil would reduce the crusher’s need to in-
crease the price of the meal for feed. So given a $5 or $7 bushel
of beans, the more you get for the oil, the less you need to charge
for the meal. Oil has long been a drag to the crush. It is possible
that the price could go down.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mason, if feed costs again reach the level of
1996 which was a pretty bad year, what would be the effect of that
on the Virginia Poultry Growers Cooperative?

Mr. MASON. It wouldn’t be a very good one. I don’t know if we
maybe able to survive it but it would be debatable. We are such
a young company that companies that have been inexistence a lot
longer than us would probably have a lot better chance of surviving
something that happened that soon to us, then it would be if we
had been in business a lot longer. So we did a lot of what ifs with
our start up models and we put some of those high prices in and
we couldn’t last too long because we haven’t had enough time to
generate that war chest if you know what I mean.

The CHAIRMAN. A renewable fuel standard would offer some new
opportunities for production of renewable fuels from animal waste
and fats. What would be the process, would that process be of sig-
nificant benefit to your cooperative?

Mr. MASON. You mean from like the offal from the poultry
plants?
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The CHAIRMAN. Both the offal and the litter. I mean both of
those are potential sources of energy.

Mr. MASON. Oh, absolutely if that technology was available today
to do that. And I hear that a lot of that is being worked on but
we haven’t seen any of it actually in production yet other than
maybe the production of biodiesel from animal fats. And that is
kind of a double edge sword because animal fat is used heavily in
the production of chicken and turkey as a feed additive. But I think
the bottom line of your question was yes, that would benefit us.

The CHAIRMAN. And what about the distillate that I hear about
that is a byproduct of the production of ethanol? Is that something
that you can use?

Mr. MASON. Very little of it because in our turkey rations, our
nutritionist has a problem with it today which may be corrected as
it gets more refined but there is such a difference between the level
of quality between one ethanol plant and the other that it is hard
for a nutritionist to formulate. And in the best case scenario, 10
percent is the most we can use. Because the starch has been taken
out and we have to add back lysine to make it work in our rations.
So it just has a minimal effect for us in poultry and may have a
better use in livestock.

The CHAIRMAN. So some additional research on ways to make the
product more consistent and to find a way to balance out the lack
of starch would be helpful to you?

Mr. MASON. If it could be better utilized by the turkey or chick-
en, yes.

The CHAIRMAN. I see, good, thank you.
Well my time has expired. It is my pleasure to recognize the gen-

tlewoman from South Dakota and it looks like you can take as
much time and ask as many questions you want.

Ms. HERSETH. I appreciate it, Mr. Chairman.
I thank all of the witnesses today for your testimony and your

written statements as well.
Mr. Faulkner, you said your vehicle currently runs 100 percent

biodiesel. In your opinion or perhaps Mr. Frederickson or Mr.
Corzine you would like to add, do you believe that an 8 billion gal-
lon renewable fuel standard will also help facilitate the develop-
ment of the distribution network as well as flex fuel vehicles in the
domestic automotive industry?

Mr. FAULKNER. Yes, I do. People are not going to go in it for a
year or two. And what you are doing is setting up a—you are giv-
ing a hurdle and allowing a very, very young industry at least a
childhood to get onto its own feet. And I think there is no doubt
in my mind the way that it runs, the way that it performs, and the
effects of it. It will be a success. It is just a question of how fast
do you want it.

Go ahead, Leon.
Mr. CORZINE. Well I would add that very well put this is an in-

dustry still in its infancy. We can learn, I think from some of the
examples from Brazil because they saw the need to do something
about their energy needs 20 years ago and did that. We are seeing
a lot of new technology working with the auto industry. I drove a
test truck for General Motors for a while to—working on the higher
percentages of ethanol and seeing assurances of that growth which
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it helps not only the side of technology and bringing that new tech-
nology forward and we have been very supportive and worked with
the cellulostic folks on making ethanol from other things besides
corn. We have been supporters of ethanol and biodiesel from all
sources and that is an important thing that we have been part of.
And what we are finding is not only when we get there to be effi-
cient and keep that investment, we have got to have that kind of
assurance because those are the kind of things I get asked by peo-
ple in the scientific community and at the universities that are
working on these things, as well as, with the auto industry.

So we will continue to get more efficient. As we do that, the first
cellulostics technology will be used to get more fiber out of the corn
kernel. Because the corn kernel is already in the ethanol plant, in
the current ethanol plant, so we don’t have the added transpor-
tation costs of switch grass and some of the other forms. So as we
do that, we will also improve, continue to improve the feed product,
the dry distiller’s grain. We are seeing a lot of interest there. We
are working very hard, very diligently on a national perspective
and as number of States on feeding trials and doing feeding things
with the poultry industry. We have very good examples of one of
the leaders has been Perdue Farms. There is a company called
Commodity Specialist Company based in Minneapolis that markets
over 1.8 million metric tons of DDGs or about a fourth of the indus-
try. Out of that total, about 95 loads or 2,375 tons per week of
DDGs go to Hormel and Golden Plump Turkeys. And the biggest
customer of CFC, individual customers, Perdue Farms. In Southern
Illinois where they send 35 rail cars per week at 100 tons per car
or 3,500 tons per week. They are using the products. CFC sends
approximately another rail cars per week to Tyson Chickens or
1,500 tons per week.

So with this new technology, we are getting not only more effi-
cient in helping the ethanol industry but we are also helping our
friends in the poultry industry. They are using the product now.
And as I mentioned, the increase that the RFS does in corn to eth-
anol doesn’t even keep up with the increase in corn production. We
are talking about a disaster. We keep going back to a disaster that
happened 10 years ago. Since then, we created last year, 11.8 bil-
lion bushels of corn. All of us have seen the yield curves of corn
production. That is going to continue. With the new technologies
we have talked about, the drought in central Illinois. That is where
I am from. That is home base. We have had some rains come
through now. We are going to have an average crop, probably above
average on my particular farm because I have been fortunate and
the Lord has looked after me in this case. But with technologies
that we have in seeds, as well as, equipment, we are not seeing the
drop from a disaster from inclement weather that we have seen in
the past.

So it is important to take a look at the future. There are also for
all of the people that use corn products, there are risk management
things that can be used. There is a thing called the Chicago Board
of Trade where you can go ahead if the price is right and buy. We
do that on our end. The users of our grain that we deal with do
it on their end as well.
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Ms. HERSETH. Mr. Corzine, you answered one of my other ques-
tions already but I have heard what you heard on a different mat-
ter that you referred to in terms of advancements in technology
and what we do to make the dry distiller’s grains more usable for
different livestock and so I want to make sure I give Mr. Mason
an opportunity to perhaps respond to some of the points you made
as it relates to the use of DDGs. In the poultry industry, you men-
tioned a number of larger companies and so in light of the fact that
Mr. Mason’s entity is a cooperative, I would just like be interested
to hear your thoughts and whether or not you feel at this point you
could incorporate DDGs from ethanol production as a feed stock for
your business.

Mr. MASON. That would be a nutritionist decision. And the other
companies he refers to are very, very large companies and probably
no more than 10 percent of their ration is made up of the DDGs.
That would be my guess. I mean, you just think of who they are,
Tyson and Pilgrim’s or Perdue. There also may be some techno-
logical things that they are doing that I am not aware of. But at
this point in time, my nutritionists are telling us 10 percent at
most in our rations which isn’t a lot. And you would have to add
lysine which is an added cost.

But the main point I would like to make though is everybody is
saying that there is no threat to the production because of im-
proved seeds, less drought resistance, the curve is going to keep
going up. And if that is true, no one should have any objection at
all to what we are asking for. If the people making the predictions
are right, everything will be fine, there is no need for me even to
be here today. If they are wrong, they get up tomorrow morning
and go back to work. If they are wrong, my people get up and go
and sign up for food stamps. And so that is why we are asking for
the protection.

Ms. HERSETH. I can appreciate your concern again in some meas-
ure because of the business model that you all have used with co-
operatives and I want to pose a question about the role coopera-
tives have played in the renewable fuels industry here as well. But
I would just for the record encourage you. I know that there is ad-
ditional research going on at South Dakota State University with
the laboratory that is focused on kind of a nutrient issue here of
the DDGs as it relates to feed for cattle. And I would assume that
there are partnerships as we bring in and I think the pork produc-
ers are involved in that partnership as well just to look for opportu-
nities where we can address the nutrient issue within DDGs as a
feed for other livestock and certainly in the poultry industry as
well.

A quick question for you, Ms. Perine. You had indicated here in
terms of how the 8 billion gallon RFS would facilitate your associa-
tion’s existing infrastructure, the integrated forest products, bio-
refineries. Where in the country predominately are you located and
kind of concentrated in one part of the country and do you think
that the 8 billion RFS would not only promote the use of the prod-
ucts of your association to develop a renewable fuel but also in-
crease the potential for new infrastructure in different parts of the
country?
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Ms. PERINE. Yes. Actually, the forest products mills existing for-
est products mills both pulp and paper and wood products manu-
facturing facilities are actually located all around the country. We
are in approximately 42 States of the country. Transforming that
infrastructure into integrated forest biorefineries in the way where
we are protecting the current production of traditional pulp and
paper, wood products but basically adding on the production of
biofuels allows us to have a geographically distributed basis of
biofuel production. That means that we can work locally with farm-
ers, the farming communities, with cooperatives that deal with for-
estry protection and our looking out for the health and mainte-
nance of forests. We can work locally with the U.S. Forest Service
on public lands in order to use biomass in addition to what our nor-
mal consumption of wood is to make that biofuel production to en-
sure the healthy forest.

What we can also do because that technology, that core tech-
nology affiliated with our infrastructure actually can be separated
out and placed separate from a paper mill or a wood products mill.
We can work in conjunction with others who are interested in form-
ing independent biorefineries and have those located in other areas
where biomass whether it be woody biomass or agricultural bio-
mass are conveniently located and can economically be sent to that
production facility.

Ms. HERSETH. Thank you.
And just one last question that Mr. Frederickson, Mr. Corzine,

or Mr. Faulkner may want to comment on and that is the role that
you feel farmer owned cooperatives that as we know some of the
cooperatives also allow investment majority shareholders, majority
investment by farmer owners but also other investors and commu-
nities of all sizes in rural America, the role that cooperatives have
played here in the development of renewable fuels and also the im-
portance of extending the tax incentives. And you heard in the ear-
lier testimony some who are opponents would point to the tax in-
centives that we have targeted toward developing these infinite in-
dustries that can be good for the national energy policy but at the
same time they don’t take into effect then the impact that that has
on cost savings in other areas. So perhaps you might want to com-
ment or not and I just be interested in your thoughts on that.

Mr. FREDERICKSON. Well, Mr. Chairman, Congresswoman
Herseth, I think tax incentives are absolutely essential for bringing
in some cases new product development on line and I think ethanol
development obviously is a classic example of that and I think in
order to continue to move these concepts forward, we have to dan-
gle that out in front. So I am certainly a strong supporter of that.

I wanted to if it would be all right just to jump back a little bit
to Mr. Mason’s comments and concerns and I certainly recognize
and understand those but we have long been an advocate of some
kind of energy reserve. We have an oil reserve for goodness sakes
across the country. So to take the highs and lows if that is the con-
cern, that we ought to look and you ought to look and I would chal-
lenge you to look seriously at some kind of an energy reserve that
could indeed take the highs and lows out and reduce the angst that
many producers of other products are having. And also to look
strongly at considering some kind of an animal fats processing fa-
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cility in your backyard that would utilize the offal and utilize the
product that you are actually growing. And I think that could be
successful. In Minnesota for example with the Redwood Falls plant,
the future it looks as though about 20 percent of the market will
come from animal fats processed at that facility or the demand
rather in 20 percent of the total need for the product will come
from the animal fats facility.

So I think there are a variety of ways and having spent most of
my life on the farm, the rising tide in so many cases lifts all boats
and so I would like to challenge the department, Mr. Goodlatte to
take a look at what has happened with cattle prices, with what has
happened with hog prices, what has happened with poultry prices,
and to make the parallel to find out where they have tracked and
if, in fact, the rising tide does indeed lift all boats.

Mr. CORZINE. If I could take a cut at the tax credit issue. I think
it is very important that we retain these tax credits because if you
look at the ethanol industry and the way we have been able to
grow it to this point, it is a model for rural development. I would
submit it is the best rural development opportunity that we have
ever seen in not only my State of Illinois but also in South Dakota
and Iowa and Minnesota and North Dakota and Nebraska. All
those States that can grow corn and have had a problem with mar-
kets, livestock being the primary market and other than that they
had to transport out and now they are able to participate in the
added value of their product corn themselves and having things in
place.

We have worked very hard to try to have a structure and with
your help we have gotten there. So it is important to continue that
because this is still an industry in its infancy. We are still working
with a lot of new technologies. And for our farmer owned plants in
our rural communities to be able to participate in that technology,
they are expanding. And the added growth, they need to expand
their plants and get new technology into their plants and they are
doing that. And we are also finding more places to put ethanol
plants in some cases right next to the livestock facility so they can
now maybe use the co product, the dry distiller’s grain without dry-
ing them to use and there are a lot of those things that we still
need help.

If you would compare as far as our fuels industry, the petroleum
industry has been around a long, long time and there are still tre-
mendous incentives and tax credits in a lot of things for the petro-
leum industry. So for us to compete, we are still in infancy and so
it is extremely important we maintain those. It is exciting where
we have gone, where we have gotten to from where we started but
we aren’t there yet. In South Dakota, even corn prices not only that
but also the rural communities, the resurgence in those commu-
nities that would not have happened without the tax structure that
we have today for the incentives for this to happen. And it needs
to continue.

Mr. FAULKNER. We started selling biodiesel about 7 years ago.
And what we would do is call out to the Midwest and order a tank-
er load and they would bring it in and we would share it among
some other people because our farmers were interested in having
it. About 6 years ago, we teamed up with the Virginia Soybean As-
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sociation and together a private company and the Virginia Soybean
Association which was really a representation of the farmers moved
forward. The farmers did not put any money in. They bought the
product. The continued to buy the product. They supported the
product. When they bought enough of the product that we felt that
we could afford the risk of what we were selling versus the mini-
mum amount of what we would have to produce to operate a plant,
we went ahead and built the plant. At that time, we were going
to build the plant anyway. Most of our business was 2 percent bio-
diesel. But it is not a coop, it is entirely private money and it is
based on the fact that the farmers are purchasing, they are our
largest class and not our largest volume. They are our largest class
of account. Well as soon as you put the excise tax in, it took off.
There is a tremendous demand. And once people start it and once
they tried it, they like it and they continue to use it. And gosh I
am really sorry to even have the words come out of my mouth but
a country like ours, as developed as ours, as rich as ours, as pros-
perous as ours without an energy policy and getting banged around
like we are, it is time.

Ms. HERSETH. Thank you, Mr. Faulkner and to all of you and I
appreciate again, I just want to reiterate my appreciation to Chair-
man Goodlatte for having this hearing today and to reemphasize
the importance of the timing of this hearing to highlight the impor-
tance of what we are talking about here, at the same time address-
ing some of the concerns that folks have as we move forward in the
conference committee as the chairman does in the conference com-
mittee and others in both chambers on both sides of the isle so that
we can hopefully have not only a comprehensive national energy
policy but one that includes an important component of renewable
fuels that is good in creating jobs in rural America as well. Thank
you.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank the gentlewoman and I am going to head
over to that energy conference in just a few minutes. But before I
do, I want to take the opportunity to ask Ms. Perine a few more
questions about renewable fuels and the forestry industry.

Ms. PERINE. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. I just want to be sure I understand how the

biofuels production process would impact the production of paper at
an integrated forest product biorefinery. As I understand it, a facil-
ity would continue to produce pulp and paper while still producing
ethanol, while also producing ethanol and perhaps even syngas.
Would paper production be curtailed at all in order to achieve this?

Ms. PERINE. Thank you very much for asking that question, Mr.
Chairman. Actually the beauty of this model is that not only would
this not affect pulp and paper production, that goes on as usual.
But what we are finding on our initial trials is that these tech-
nologies will actually improve our pulp and paper operations. What
we are finding is that we are able to use less energy in our pulping
process because we don’t—some of the materials that we move, re-
move before pulping to create the fuels actually is something that
creates problems for us in the pulping and paper making process.
So we have eliminated one of our problems that we have had to
solve in that manufacturing process and we get higher quality pulp
and higher quality paper from it. We also find that when we do the
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biofuel production, the syngas production at the back end of the
pulping process, the type of technologies that we are using, the gas-
ification which would replace a recovery cycle, recovery boiler cycle
that we have, actually improves our environmental performance
dramatically. We get an 80 to 90 percent emissions reduction by
using those technologies.

Not only do we get to keep our pulp and paper, the operations
continue as usual. There is no disruption in that operation but ba-
sically the processing is improved and our plant environmental
footprint actually is reduced in that production.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned plantation forestry. Do existing
pine plantations represent a viable feedstock for a forest biorefin-
ery in the short-term? And assuming that wood from existing pri-
vate forests could be used for this purpose, does the industry be-
lieve that the production of biofuels would lead to sustainable pres-
sures on our private force?

Ms. PERINE. Let me speak to the last question first. I think that
in any situation where wood for energy is put in direct competition
with wood for other uses, there may be some pressures that occur.
One of the things that we are doing as an industry is explicitly cre-
ating our integrated biorefinery model by using the existing wood
consumption wood that is already going into a production facility
is the wood that we want to be using to create biofuel so that we
are not in those situations where our mills are in areas where
there is already high competition for fiber coming into a mill. We
don’t want to increase that competition.

On the other hand, the existing plantations and those that we
hope to create going forward, those are excellent resources for us
both for integrated and stand alone biorefineries because those ob-
viously will supply the need for our traditional products but also
if we are going in a specific cycle, we can time that cycle for both
production independently and integrate it with mills of energy.

The CHAIRMAN. I know that our southern private forests are vast
and in need of improved market conditions. And I also know that
many of our western public lands are overstocked and much of the
industry infrastructure has been lost due to declining sales of Fed-
eral timber in the west. Can you comment on where the greatest
potential for wood as a source of biofuels is geographically?

Ms. PERINE. Well in general terms, because of the model that I
spoke to before that we are looking at biofuel production based on
our existing wood consumptions. In general terms, that potential is
everywhere where we have a presently installed facility. So in
those 42 States, we have the potential to use that existing supply
that is going into our mills. Obviously what we want to look at our
places where we can work with the owners of private and public
lands where there are places of overstock, dangers of forest fires,
need for fuel treatment where at the moment it is not economically
possible to remove some of that woody biomass that causes the fire
danger but if we had an integrated forest biorefinery or even an
independent biorefinery near those locations, we could economically
be helping restore the health of our forests and producing biofuels
at the same time. So those areas are perhaps going to provide even
more potential than what we are seeing just with our existing in-
frastructure.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Ms. PERINE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank everybody on this panel. It has

been very interesting and enlightening for me.
Mr. Mason, I want to assure you and the Turkey Federation and

the Chicken Council that I take very much to heart your concerns
about the effect of competing demand for corn and soybeans and
other grains that can be also used to make renewable fuels and we
will work very closely with you to make sure that any effort that
is made has input from you and also we will hopefully have both
a good look at where you might find alternative sources and also
even more importantly, a good look at what can be done to make
sure that mandates do not cause the price to spike so high that you
are put a competitive disadvantage to your foreign competition.
That greatly concerns me. I am obviously very supportive of your
industry and it is the largest employer in my district so we will
continue to work on that.

As for the rest of you, I have become a new supporter of renew-
able fuels and I think they have tremendous potential not only for
corn and soybeans which are obviously taking the lead and doing
a great job. We will be out in the Midwest here next month and
I hope to visit some ethanol and other renewable fuels plants while
I am out there and continue to learn more about what you are
doing and I congratulate you on the success you have had in driv-
ing down the cost of production. That spells, I think I great future.
I tell people in my district and everywhere to plant corn. My poul-
try guys want me to say that, too, soybeans as well.

And then of course as far as we don’t have anybody here from
a cattle or dairy interest in this but they too should have an inter-
est in what can be done to dispose of a tremendous amount of
waste that is produced that has a very, very good source of energy
just as it is with the wood products industry and we want to make
sure that all of you are treated fairly in that process so that every-
body can compete for the opportunity to create new renewable
fuels. I think we have an unlimited need for this and as we go for-
ward, I think that will become more, and more, and more evident.
We are going to in this conference make sure that we push for as
much utilization of agriculture to produce energy as possible and
I thank you again for your contribution today.

Without objection and somehow I don’t think there will be any,
the record of today’s hearing will remain open for 10 days to re-
ceive additional material and supplemented written responses from
witnesses to any question posed by a member of the panel. And
with that, this hearing of the House on Agriculture is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1:35 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. TIM PAWLENTY

Chairman Goodlatte, members, it is my honor to be here today.
The Congress is about to make a crucial decision regarding the Renewable Fuels

Standard. The difference between a 5 billion gallon level and 8 billion may not seem
that significant, but you are a whole lot more comfortable with billions here than
we are in Minnesota. The decision you make can propel us toward an energy future
that not only strengthens our economy but our security as well. I will share my ob-
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servations on ethanol and the ways in which the Federal Government can help
maximize its benefits for our country.

The president has shown excellent leadership in pursuing our renewable energy
fuel future. His Departments of Energy and Agriculture have provided good sci-
entific and technical support to the development of renewables. We need to capital-
ize on that leadership.

The States have been called the laboratories of democracy. I came out here to tell
you about our fabulously successful experiment with renewable fuels. With the lead-
ership of people like Rep.Gutknecht, we are achieving great things.Minnesota has
no oil, natural gas or coal deposits. We imported most of our energy—that is until
we got into renewables. Now we are little by little gaining a greater share of our
independence. It’s a success story the Nation should embrace.

II. MINNESOTA’S EXPERIENCE WITH ETHANOL

Minnesota’s investment in ethanol has been a huge success. It has strengthened
our rural economy, it has improved our air quality, and it has reduced our reliance
on foreign oil.

Our investment started more than two decades ago, in the early 1980’s. By the
early 1990’s, we had passed a law requiring that most gas sold in the Minneapolis-
St. Paul metropolitan area contain a 10 percent blend of ethanol during the winter
months. This requirement was designed to improve our air quality. In 1995, the re-
quirement went year-round, and in 1997 it expanded to include the entire State.

In addition to our distinction as the first State to require ethanol-blended gaso-
line, Minnesota is remarkable in that our ethanol industry is dominated by a collec-
tion of local farmer-owned cooperatives. This ensures that the economic benefits are
spread throughout the rural communities where the plants are located.

Minnesota has 14 ethanol plants, with two more under construction. All told,
these plants produce more than 450 million gallons of ethanol every year. The etha-
nol plants support more than 5,000 Minnesota jobs and generate $1.3 billion for our
State economy.

Minnesota corn growers send approximately 15 percent of their crop to ethanol
plants, and that increases the prices they get for their crops. Specifically, Minnesota
Department of Agriculture experts tell me the local cash price for corn in areas near
ethanol plants tends to be 7–10 cents per bushel higher than it otherwise would be.

Minnesota’s environment also benefits from our use of ethanol. Studies have
shown blending ethanol into gasoline helps reduce fine particulate emissions. The
use of ethanol in our gas is one reason the American Lung Association recently
praised Minnesota for its ‘‘green’’ energy policies. As the association pointed out,
Minnesota has the highest per-capita renewable fuel use in the Nation. Not coinci-
dentally, we’re also one of the few States with every county recording an acceptable
ozone level.

Beyond the economic and environmental benefits of our ethanol use, there is an-
other benefit that has become increasingly important in recent years. By replacing
10 percent of our conventional gasoline with home-grown ethanol, we are reducing
our reliance on foreign oil.

According to the Renewable Fuels Association, America currently imports petro-
leum to meet about 62 percent of its needs. By 2025, it is projected that we will
import 77 percent of our petroleum. Despite progress with renewable fuels, the Na-
tion’s economic security and quality of life still depend too much on oil from the
Middle East. Right now a good portion of our oil comes from other regions, but two-
thirds of the world’s remaining known oil reserves are located in Middle East coun-
tries. Pair these supply concerns with a rapid increase in demand for oil in emerg-
ing countries like China and India, and you have a recipe for sky-high prices. I am
convinced that for the sake of our long-term economic stability, we must start break-
ing this unhealthy dependence. Minnesota is showing the way by using more home-
grown ethanol.

Despite some early concerns in the 1990’s, Minnesotans have embraced ethanol
and its benefits. We lead the Nation in the use of renewable fuels, boasting the
highest renewable fuel use per capita in the Nation. Roughly 120,000 Minnesotans
now drive flexible fuel cars designed to burn either gasoline or E–85 (an 85 percent
ethanol blend). We have North America’s largest network of retail stations selling
E–85—nearly 150 at last count. In fact, to help expand that network, our State leg-
islature just allocated $500,000 for grants to help filling stations cover the cost of
adding E–85 pumps.
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III. TAKING MINNESOTA TO THE NEXT LEVEL

As much as we’ve accomplished, we want to do even more. In May, I signed into
law a bill that will double the amount of ethanol in gasoline in Minnesota by in-
creasing the ethanol content from 10 percent to 20 percent by 2013. I first proposed
this so-called ‘‘E–20’’ bill last September as a way to take Minnesota to the next
level of renewable energy. This proposal received strong bipartisan support in the
Minnesota Legislature.

There are several ways we can reach this goal of 20 percent market share for eth-
anol. One is to increase the use of E–85 by promoting flexible fuel vehicles, and
making sure that those consumers who buy flex fuel vehicles are aware that they
can use E–85. The second way we can reach this goal is by increasing to 20 percent
the amount of ethanol blended into the regular gas sold in Minnesota. This would
require getting a waiver from the Environmental Protection Agency, and to get that,
we may need to conduct research on the impacts (or lack of impacts) of 20 percent
ethanol blends on conventional cars and trucks. This is an area where I am hopeful
our partners in the auto industry and the renewable fuels industry will be able to
help us.

Going to E–20 is a logical next step for Minnesota. Doubling our ethanol use dou-
bles our benefits, including a stronger rural economy, cleaner air, and reduced de-
pendence on foreign oil. It also puts our State at the leading edge of a very promis-
ing industry, and it gets us closer to the goal I set of making Minnesota the Saudi
Arabia of renewable fuels. Economic studies from our State agriculture department
show that going to E–20 in Minnesota could boost ethanol’s economic impact to
$1.58 billion and 6,157 jobs.

And our renewable energy focus goes beyond ethanol. Later this summer, Min-
nesota will implement a provision requiring a 2 percent blend of biodiesel in almost
all diesel fuel sold in the State. As you know, biodiesel is to soybeans what ethanol
is to corn, and biodiesel offers many of the same economic and environmental bene-
fits.

IV. EXPANDING THE BENEFITS NATIONWIDE

Given our great success with ethanol in Minnesota, I was honored to be named
chair of the Governors’ Ethanol Coalition (GEC). The GEC is a group of 31 States
from coast to coast dedicated to increasing ethanol use and decreasing the Nation’s
dependence on imported energy.

My goal as chair is to raise the visibility of ethanol as a viable and beneficial fuel
additive, and to work for Federal energy policies that benefit expanded production
and use of renewable energy. I also want to get the other 49 States to use E–10,
as we do in Minnesota.

There’s no reason why we can’t expand the benefits of ethanol to all 50 States.
Plants are expanding across the country—12 new plants were built last year result-
ing in a total of 3.9 billion gallons of U.S. ethanol production. With 16 new plants
under construction across the U.S. and three major plant expansions underway, pro-
duction capacity will expand to 4.9 billion gallons of ethanol by the end of 2005.

In addition to encouraging other States to make the move to ethanol, another pri-
ority for me at the GEC is to push for greater support of ethanol and other renew-
able fuels at the Federal level.

Minnesota’s success with renewable energy would not have been possible without
strong leadership and support over the years from elected officials in St. Paul. We
need that same strong leadership and support in Washington, D.C., if we are to ex-
pand the benefits nationwide. At a time of skyrocketing oil prices and increasing
international energy demand, it is critical that Congress pass an energy bill with
a strong renewable fuels component.

In the past year, the GEC developed recommendations to increase the production
of ethanol from a variety of feedstocks. Those recommendations were published in
a GEC report titled ‘‘Ethanol From Biomass: America’s 21st Century Transportation
Fuel.’’

We are grateful to note that many of our recommendations were incorporated into
legislation (H.R. 3081) introduced by Congressman Gutknecht with the support of
Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Peterson, and other members. The rec-
ommendations were also incorporated into a Senate bill.

Just recently, the GEC sent a letter to conference committee members asking for
support of three critical recommendations.

First, we advocated for the Senate’s Renewable Fuels Standard of 8 billion gallons
by 2012. The House passed language calling for a 5 billion gallon standard, but with
ethanol production increasing by more than 600 million gallons a year, this is a
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level we could exceed by the end of next year—nearly 7 years before 2012. We be-
lieve the time has come for America to set its sights even higher.

Adopting the 8 billion gallon RFS would mean more than 214,000 new jobs across
the country. We would also replace more than 1.6 billion barrels of foreign oil with
home-gown ethanol. For farmers, the 8 billion gallon RFS would increase the de-
mand for grain by an average of 1.4 billion bushels over the next decade.

Second, we advocated for a targeted investment in research to figure out how to
more efficiently make ethanol from a wider range of biomass inputs such as corn
stover, grasses and wood wastes. The Senate energy bill has language in Senate
Amendment 919 calling for that research, and we strongly support it. Unfortu-
nately, no such language exists in the House bill.

Third, we pointed out to Congress the need to create more financial incentives for
the production of cellulosic-derived ethanol and other biofuels until these new proc-
esses become part of the mainstream production of ethanol. This step, along with
the research funding I mentioned, will help ensure the long-term viability of ethanol
by allowing other regions of the country to more fully experience the benefits the
industry has to offer. Again, Senate Amendment 919 includes language to this ef-
fect.

These measures are important if we are to expand the benefits of ethanol produc-
tion in the corn belt and beyond. After all, the best way to ensure broad support
for renewable fuels is to make sure they are more than just a regional industry, and
that the benefits are truly national in scope.

I know there will be some who ask what impact the increased use of corn for etha-
nol will have on the availability and price of animal feed. This question has particu-
lar importance for Minnesota, which ranks among the top ten States in dairy, pork
and turkey production.

In response to the question, I should point out that even in Minnesota, the Na-
tion’s leader in per capita ethanol consumption, we still use less than 20 percent
of our corn crop for ethanol. And those bushels of corn that go into ethanol plants
are not lost entirely as feed. As you know, one of the co-products of ethanol produc-
tion is a feed product called dried distillers grains. Dried distillers grains (DDGs for
short) are a nutritious livestock feed that many Minnesota farmers incorporate into
their animals’ rations. I am told that livestock do well on the feed, and the price
is very competitive.

As is often the case with ethanol and other renewable fuels, the end result of
DDG production is a win-win. Not only do these farmers (and their livestock) benefit
from having access to high-quality feed, but the ethanol plants benefit from having
another reliable revenue stream through the sale of DDGs to farmers. Last year,
Minnesota’s ethanol plants sold $627 million worth of ethanol. They also sold $145
million worth of DDGs to farmers. According to a 2003 University of Minnesota
study, the sale of DDGs can contribute up to 20 percent of the total operating reve-
nue of an ethanol plant. This extra source of income helps make Minnesota’s small,
farmer-owned plants more financially stable and profitable.

V. CLOSING

In order to do an effective job of representing our people, we all need to be stu-
dents of history, especially the history of technology. Every new technology that
comes along has its disruptive effects and therefore its critics.

A relative of the Wright Brothers a couple of generations before them said rail-
road were dangerous because the human body would fall apart if it traveled more
the 40 MPH.

Alexander Graham Bell had a terrible time finding a customer who could image
a use for his crazy telephone invention.

When the Apple folks got going, there efforts were met with this derisive question:
‘‘Why would anybody want a computer in their home?’’

Ethanol and renewable fuels are a revolutionary technology. Stephen Covey
taught us to seek Win-Win situations. Ethanol and renewables are a Win-Win-Win-
Win-Win situation. Cleaner air. Jobs in rural America. Higher farm income. Lower
energy prices. And greater energy independence.

All great public policy ideas go through three stages: 1. It will never work. 2. It
costs too much. And, 3. I thought it was a great idea all along.

The Minnesota experience proves ethanol and renewable are legit. I hope you
have the courage to push the envelope and approve the 8 billion gallon level. It
never pays to drag your heels when you are chasing the future.
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STATEMENT OF KEITH COLLINS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the invitation to to-
day’s hearing to discuss and agriculture’s role in the Renewable Fuels Standard
(RFS). The RFS would increase the production and use of renewable fuels, which
would provide important economic benefits to U.S. agriculture. I would like first to
comment briefly on renewable fuel production today and then summarize the key
effects of a future increase in renewable fuel production on the agricultural econ-
omy.

RENEWABLE FUEL PRODUCTION TODAY

The major renewable fuel today, and the fuel most affected by the RFS, is ethanol.
Ethanol production has grown from a few million gallons per year in 1979 to a fore-
cast of nearly 4 billion gallons this year, accounting for about 3 percent of the Na-
tion’s gasoline use. During the 2004–05 crop year, 1.325 billion bushels of corn are
expected to be used in ethanol production. For the upcoming 2005–06 crop year, we
estimate 1.5 billion bushels of corn will be used in ethanol, 14 percent of projected
U.S. corn production. Corn represents 97 percent of the feedstock used to make eth-
anol, sorghum accounts for 2 percent and agricultural wastes, such as cheese whey,
1 percent.

There are 88 ethanol plants with about 3.9 billion gallons of production capacity
per year in 20 States. In addition, 16 plants and 3 major expansions representing
over 1 billion gallons of new capacity are under construction. Plant sizes range from
1 million gallons per year to 300 million gallons per year. Most of the new produc-
tion capacity added in recent years is farmer-owned dry mill plants.

Fifty-one percent of the ethanol produced is sold in the Reformulated Gasoline
Program, about 9 percent of ethanol is used in the Winter Oxygenated Program, and
the rest is sold primarily as an octane enhancer (ethanol has an octane rating of
113).

Despite one recent report that ethanol requires more energy to produce a gallon
than the energy contained in a gallon of ethanol, a recent USDA study, using more
recent estimates of energy use in corn and ethanol production, found just the oppo-
site: ethanol has a positive net energy balance. The 2004 study estimated that each
gallon of ethanol made from corn contains 67 percent more energy than the energy
used to make the ethanol. This positive net energy balance is expected to contin-
ually improve over time, because corn yields per acre will continue to increase; the
corn input industry, such as the fertilizer industry, will become more energy effi-
cient; the ethanol yield per bushel of corn will increase toward its theoretical limit;
and, ethanol plants will become more energy efficient.

A small but rapidly growing renewable fuel is biodiesel. Production, at less than
1 million gallons in 1999, rose to about 25 million in 2004. There are 35 active
plants producing biodiesel with a production capacity of about 100 million gallons.
The majority of biodiesel is made from soybean oil, but some producers use other
oilseed crops or recycled oils to make biodiesel.

Because it has similar properties to petroleum diesel fuel, biodiesel can be blended
in any ratio with petroleum diesel fuel and is most often blended at the 20 percent
level (B20). Today, most B20 is used by government motor fleets, urban bus fleets,
and school buses. It is also been used in farm equipment, marine engines, and fur-
naces as a replacement for heating oil. A market for biodiesel as a lubricity additive
is also emerging. Diesel fuel must have good lubricity properties, because the fuel
lubricates the diesel engine. There has been an increasing need for lubricity addi-
tives, because diesel fuel lubricity levels have been declining, due to the need to
desulfurize diesel fuel to meet tighter air quality standards.

EFFECTS OF AN RFS

USDA has assessed the effects on the farm economy of a RFS. The House-passed
energy bill contains an RFS provision that would require the applicable volume of
renewable fuel to increase from 4 billion gallons in 2006 to 5 to billion gallons in
2012. The Senate-passed bill would require the applicable volume of renewable fuel
to increase from 4 billion gallons in 2006 to 8 billion gallons in 2012. To conduct
our assessment of the RFS, we used our Food and Agriculture Policy Simulator
(FAPSIM) econometric model of crop and livestock markets. To illustrate the range
of effects of a RFS on agriculture, we examined a RFS that requires 8 billion gallons
in 2012. We assumed that all of the expansion in renewable fuels during 2006–2012
would come from the conversion of corn and grain sorghum to ethanol. Currently,
there is no operational U.S. commercial cellulosic biomass ethanol plant and very
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little production is expected prior to 2012. However, a RFS of 8 billion gallons would
provide an incentive to invest in cellulosic ethanol production and may accelerate
the timeline for commercial production.

Compared with ethanol, biodiesel production is quite small, although growing at
a rapid rate. We believe the tax credit provided by the American Jobs Creation Act
of 2004 will be the primary factor behind future expansion of biodiesel production
in the United States. Beyond 2012, production of biomass ethanol and biodiesel
would account for a more significant part of the growth in the renewable fuels con-
sumption.

Our analysis only considers the direct and indirect effects on the farm economy
associated with a change in the level of ethanol production from the President’s
Budget baseline. The analysis does not consider the impact that changes in ethanol
production may have on gasoline prices, changes in Federal tax revenues due to the
Federal Fuel Tax Credit, or the economic effects of ethanol displacing domestically
refined or imported gasoline.

Under a RFS of 8 billion gallons, demand for corn used for production of ethanol
is estimated to increase, on average, by about 685 million bushels during crop years
2006–07-2012–13, compared with commodity baseline projections underlying the fis-
cal year 2006 President’s budget. The increase in demand for ethanol use increases
the price of corn by an average of about 8 percent during 2006–07-2012–13, and by
2012–13, the price of corn is projected to be up about 30 cents per bushel, or 12
percent.

The production of ethanol results in a range of coproducts. For example, coproduct
supplies in 2004 ranged from 7 to 8 million tons of Distillers Dried Grains (DDGs);
3 million tons of corn gluten feed; 600,000 tons of corn gluten meal; 400,000 tons
of corn oil and an undefined amount of CO2. We assume that 75 percent of the in-
crease in ethanol production due to the RFS would be through the construction of
dry mill plants. As a result, our analysis indicates slightly lower farm prices for soy-
beans due to increased production of DDGs, which partly substitute for soybean
meal. The decline in soybean prices, only 4 cents per bushel on average during 2006/
07–2012/13, is limited by higher prices for corn, which cause producers to shift land
from the soybean production to corn production. Acreage planted to corn is projected
to increase, on average, by 1.5 million acres during 2006–07-2012–13, while area
planted to soybean declines, on average, by 1.2 million acres over the same period.

Some have raised concerns over the supply of food and the effects of bringing
more land into production to satisfy a large RFS. The shifts in acreage just noted,
which are averaged over the projection period, are fairly modest and do not suggest
any strain on the Nation’s ability to produce food. The acreage effects are slightly
larger when considering the last crop year of the RFS phase-in, 2012–13. By 2012–
13, acreage planted to corn is projected to be 3 million acres above baseline projec-
tions, while acreage planted to soybeans is 2.3 million acres lower. While there is
some area shifting among crops, total acreage planted to wheat, rice, corn, sorghum,
barley, oats, upland cotton and soybeans in 2012–13 is projected to be 249 million,
compared with 248.7 million in the baseline.

Broiler and turkey production are projected to expand due to lower prices for soy-
bean meal, while production of all other livestock declines due to higher prices for
corn and other feed grains. The adjustments in livestock prices and production are
modest, averaging less than 1 percent during 2006–12.

The effect of a RFS of 8 billion gallons on retail food prices is minor. Our model
analysis projects no effect on the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for food until 2009.
From 2009–12, the CPI for food rises from 0.1 percent in 2009 to 0.3 percent in
2012, with most of the increase attributable to small increases in livestock product
prices.

Farm cash receipts increase significantly under a RFS of 8 billion gallons due to
higher prices for corn, other feed grains and livestock. Over the period of 2006–12,
farm cash receipts increase, on average, by $2.2 billion. Net farm income increases,
on average, by $1.4 billion, or 2.3 percent, over the period.

Higher corn prices for the 2006–07-2007–08 crops would reduce government pay-
ments by nearly $1 billion over those 2 years. Because the fiscal year 2006 Presi-
dent’s budget baseline projects that corn prices will rebound to levels that do not
trigger countercyclical payments or significant marketing loan outlays for crop years
2008–09-2012–13, no savings are forecast for those crop years. However, actual mar-
ket conditions will likely vary from projections. If prices are weaker, farm program
payments would be higher which could lead to a situation where the RFS would re-
duce farm program outlays more than estimated in our analysis. If prices are higher
than our baseline projections there could be no savings.

The increased demand for ethanol under a RFS of 8 billion gallons increases the
value of U.S grain and feed exports and lowers the value of soybeans and soybean
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product exports. The total value of U.S. agricultural exports increases, on average,
from the baseline by $0.3 billion during fiscal year 2006–12.

We used an input-output model to roughly estimate employment generated by the
production of 8 billion gallons of ethanol. The increase in ethanol production gen-
erates an additional 23,500 jobs in ethanol production, feed grain production, service
and manufacturing sectors. However, higher corn prices and increased use of co-
products from the conversion of corn into ethanol reduces employment in other sec-
tors, so the net new jobs created is placed at 8,900.

In conclusion, according to our analysis, a RFS of 8 billion gallons could have a
positive effect on the farm economy. While impacts vary by commodity, net farm in-
come would increase. The construction boom in ethanol plants experienced over the
past 5 years would continue, generating rural jobs. The Nation’s reliance on crude
oil and gasoline imports would decline slightly, and its fuel sources would become
more diversified. The ethanol production boost provided by the RFS would attract
more financial capital into ethanol production that would improve the production
and delivery infrastructure and in all likelihood continue the advances in production
efficiencies that are reducing ethanol’s cost of production.

Mr. Chairman, that completes by statement.
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TESTIMONY OF LEON CORZINE

Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Peterson and members of the committee,
thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify before you today about a key
issue facing our Nation today: energy, national and economic security. With gasoline
prices at near record levels, petroleum imports rising, domestic energy production
declining, and the Nation’s energy crisis slowing economic growth, now is the time
to maximize the production and use of domestic renewable fuels by supporting an
8 billion gallon Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS).

My name is Leon Corzine, and I am president of the National Corn Growers Asso-
ciation (NCGA). My wife, Susie, and son Craig, and I grow corn and soybeans on
our family farm in Assumption, Illinois.

NCGA was founded in 1957 and represents more than 33,000 dues-paying mem-
bers from 48 States. NCGA also represents the interests of the more than 300,000
farmers who contribute to corn checkoff programs in 19 States. NCGA’s mission is
to create and increase opportunities for corn growers and to enhance corn’s profit-
ability and use.

The renewable fuels industry took another step toward making an 8 billion gallon
RFS a reality on June 28, Mr. Chairman, when you joined Ranking Member Peter-
son, and Representatives Gutknecht, Osborne, Herseth, King and Moran to intro-
duce H.R. 3081, the Renewable Fuels Act of 2005. The introduction of H.R. 3081
came at an important time in the RFS debate. With the House and Senate currently
in conference committee negotiations, increasing support from the House for an 8
billion gallon RFS is critical.

The passage of comprehensive energy legislation that includes an RFS has long
been a top legislative priority for NCGA. For more than 20 years, NCGA has worked
side by side with farmers, industry and government to build the ethanol industry
from the ground up. The ethanol market is the single most successful and fastest
growing value-added market for farmers. Nearly 60 percent of all U.S. ethanol
plants are farmer-owned.

Our record 11.8 billion bushel corn crop in 2004 highlights the importance of the
growing ethanol industry for corn growers seeking markets for their products. In
2004, the U.S. ethanol industry processed a record 1.26 billion bushels of corn into
ethanol, 11 percent of our Nation’s corn crop. This year it is expected to reach nearly
13 percent. As the ethanol industry continues to grow, opportunities for corn grow-
ers will expand as well. The resulting co-products will continue to provide a quality
food supply for cattle, swine and poultry. There is still plenty of room for the etha-
nol market to grow without limiting the availability of corn.

AIL

While ethanol production creates greater demand for corn, it’s not just corn grow-
ers who reap the benefits. The ethanol industry will spend an estimated $6 billion
(2005 dollars) to build 4.3 billion gallons of new ethanol capacity between 2005 and
2012. According to an analysis conducted by John Urbanchuk with LECG, LLC, the
ethanol industry will spend nearly $70 billion (2005 dollars) on goods and services
required to produce 8 billion gallons of ethanol by 2012. Purchases of corn, the pri-
mary feedstock for ethanol production, alone will total $43 billon (2005 dollars) be-
tween 2005 and 2012. Each ethanol plant serves as a rural economic engine for the
surrounding area—creating high-paying jobs, value-added markets for farmers and
increased local tax revenue. It’s the local schools in rural areas that rely on tax sup-
port. It’s the main street merchants who depend on rural families with reliable in-
comes. Banks, implement dealers, community newspapers, grocery stores, repair
shops—all those who live and do business in an area where an ethanol plant exists
benefit from the economic activity that it generates.

Today, the U.S. ethanol industry has the capacity to produce more than 3.8 billion
gallons, and 17 production facilities and three major expansions under construction
will add an additional 900 million gallons of capacity. Enactment of an RFS would
continue to expand domestic ethanol and biodiesel production. In 2004, ethanol pro-
duction reached a record 3.4 billion gallons, doubling the industry’s capacity from
2001. By the end of 2005, the U.S. ethanol industry is expected to produce 4 billion
gallons. An 8 billion gallon RFS would double current ethanol production by 2012.
This increase in capacity is due to the commitment of the Nation’s corn growers who
are building more ethanol plants, with dozens of ethanol projects in development
throughout the Corn Belt.

Ethanol facilities are extremely energy efficient and actually yield more energy
than gasoline and the gasoline additive MTBE. According to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA), the net energy balance of ethanol indicates that ethanol pro-
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duces 67 percent more energy than it takes to generate. Ethanol’s energy efficiency
comes from the fact that corn plants are very efficient solar panels for collecting and
storing energy. Out of necessity, farmers have become more efficient in producing
their product. In addition, a separate USDA analysis has found corn growers today
use half the energy to produce a bushel of corn than they used just 25 years ago.
As American farmers have become more efficient, so has ethanol production. New
technologies and processes have had a dramatic effect on the energy required for
ethanol production greatly reducing energy input without adversely affecting the
amount of ethanol and valuable co-products created. Those who claim that ethanol
production is a net energy loser are using outdated information, old technology, and
conveniently forgetting to mention that no fossil fuel can have a positive energy bal-
ance.

There are many other positive impacts resulting from an 8 billion gallon RFS.
Farm income would also rise as ethanol production rapidly expands. An RFS will
reduce the cost of the farm bill by raising the price of corn, creating more value-
added opportunities through farmer-owned cooperatives and strengthening rural
economies. According to USDA, ethanol adds 20 to 40 cents of additional value to
every bushel of corn produced in the U.S. Ownership and increased crop value boost
the agriculture economy, leading to reduced farm program costs and taxpayer out-
lays. In fact, with the enactment of an 8 billion gallon RFS, the Congressional Budg-
et Office estimates that spending for farm programs would decline by approximately
$4.8 billion between 2007 and 2015.

Our Nation’s dangerous dependence on foreign oil comes with the financial and
human costs of military involvement in the Middle East, making us vulnerable to
the whims of OPEC oil ministers and volatile and militant foreign governments. An
8 billion gallon RFS would provide a stable demand for the use of ethanol, while
reducing the Nation’s dependence on foreign oil. The production and use of 8 billion
gallons of domestically produced renewable fuels by 2012 would displace over 2 bil-
lion barrels of crude oil and dramatically reduce the outflow of dollars to foreign oil
producers. That’s fuel not controlled by the global market, leading to cost savings
at the pump for consumers and a higher level of energy security. The increased use
of ethanol in our Nation’s fuel supply is not the singular answer for America’s dan-
gerous dependence on foreign oil, but ethanol is already playing an important role
in our Nation’s overall energy policy, and will play an integral part in finding a
long-term energy security solution.

Today’s record-high gasoline prices are hurting consumers, and record petroleum
imports are aggravating our trade imbalance and slowing economic growth. Accord-
ing to a recently released report by the Consumer Federation of America, the in-
creased use of ethanol would help to reduce gasoline prices by as much as 8 cents
a gallon. Ethanol refiners have demonstrated their ability to produce ethanol-blend-
ed reformulated gasoline at competitive prices and as market demand for ethanol
has grown, that is having a positive impact on fuel prices. Ethanol is the most cost-
effective octane additive available today and will play an important role in stabiliz-
ing gas prices in the future.

The environmental benefits of ethanol have been proven time and time again.
Ethanol adds oxygen to gasoline helping it burn more completely, significantly re-
ducing tailpipe emissions. The use of ethanol in reformulated gasoline reduces car-
bon monoxide tailpipe emissions by 25 percents and dilutes other harmful compo-
nents found in gasoline. A recent study by the Argonne National Laboratory notes
that in 2003, ethanol use in the U.S. reduced greenhouse gas emission by approxi-
mately 5.7 million tons, or the equivalent of removing the emissions of 853,000 cars
from the road.

The fuels provisions included in the Senate version of the energy bill include an
8-billion gallon national RFS to be phased-in by 2012, beginning with a 4 billion gal-
lon standard in 2006. Moreover, it phases-out the use of MTBE, includes anti-back-
sliding provisions that will preserve the air quality benefits of reformulated gaso-
line, and provides significant new flexibility to refiners in the use of renewable fuels
by limiting the application of credits generated by the RFS program to the year they
are generated. NCGA urges you to support the Senate position on the RFS.

The RFS is about reducing American’s dangerous dependence on foreign oil and
the economic and military costs that result from that dependence. The RFS is about
keeping our air and water clean through the use of safe, cleaner-burning fuels. The
RFS is about improving our economy by building new domestic industries that can
meet the demands of consumers and keep American dollars here at home instead
of filling the coffers of foreign, unfriendly governments. The RFS is about the future
of U.S. agriculture.

Our Nation’s farmers are the best in the world at growing corn, which means that
we must continually grow existing markets and discover new ones for our product.
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Corn growers have proudly invested in this growing ethanol industry that is doing
good things for America.

Congress needs to enact a comprehensive energy policy now that includes an 8
billion gallon RFS. Our ability to produce food and fuel for our Nation and the world
depends on this kind of a sound energy policy.

Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Peterson, and members of the committee,
thank you for the opportunity to testify today on this timely and important issue.
NCGA looks forward to working with you in advancing ethanol legislation today and
in the future.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS FAULKNER

Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Peterson, thank you for giving America’s
soybean farmers the opportunity to testify on agriculture’s role in growing our way
toward energy security though the use of renewable fuels like biodiesel.

My name is Doug Faulkner. I am a member of the Virginia Soybean Association
and Virginia Soybean Board. I currently own and operate the Virginia Biodiesel Re-
finery plant located approximately 30 miles east of Richmond, Virginia, in the town
of West Point. Virginia Biodiesel Refinery has the capacity to produce 2 million gal-
lons of biodiesel and has plans to expand to 3 million gallons later this summer.
The plant operates 24-hours a day, 6 days a week.

Earlier this summer, I hosted President Bush where he delivered a speech. In his
speech, the he said high petroleum prices highlight how consumers and lawmakers
need to look towards domestic energy sources, and he pressed Congress to pass a
comprehensive energy bill.

Mr. Chairman, the issue raised today, is a critical issue with soaring petroleum
process—but there is something that can help alleviate the price pressure on con-
sumers—a national renewable fuels standard (RFS). American farmers stand ready
to be the foot soldiers in this battle of high gasoline and diesel prices, and my fellow
soybean farmers, and biodiesel industry companions are ready!

BIODIESAL

Mr. Chairman, the soybeans grown right here at home by the American farmer
can be used to make fuel called biodiesel. Biodiesel is a diesel fuel substitute made
from agricultural products like soybean oil.

Biodiesel is produced through a process, which separates the glycerin in the oil,
and the resulting compound acts similarly to petroleum diesel fuel in a diesel en-
gine. It can be used in conventional diesel engines in pure form, or blended with
any concentration with petroleum diesel. The most common blends are B20, a mix-
ture of 20 percent biodiesel with 80 percent petroleum diesel, and B2; a blend of
2 percent biodiesel as a renewable premium fuel additive.

Biodiesel is one of the best-tested alternative fuels in the country, with more than
50 million successful road miles and countless off-road and marine hours in vir-
tually every diesel engine type, and diesel application. It has similar torque, horse-
power, and fuel economy. But it burns significantly cleaner and has premium fuel
attributes. Biodiesel reduces virtually every regulated emission except for Nitrogen
Oxides.

U.S. soybean farmers have invested more than $40 million through their checkoff
programs into biodiesel. Biodiesel sales were approximately 500,000 gallons nation-
wide in 1999. The industry has seen aggressive growth to approximately 25 million
gallons in 2003, and for 2005, we expect to break yet another record. According to
the U.S. Department of Energy, biodiesel has become the fastest growing alternative
fuel in the country. It offers enhanced lubricity and cetane, plus similar horsepower
and torque when compared to petroleum diesel. Over 500 major fleets use biodiesel
nationwide such as the National Park Service, State departments of transportation
and the military.

LEGISLATIVE SUCCESS

Last year, Congress approved and the President signed into law legislation creat-
ing tax incentives for diesel transportation fuels made from soybean oil, other vege-
table oils and agricultural byproducts. —Specifically, this program, amounts to a
penny per percent of biodiesel blended with petroleum diesel for ‘‘agri-biodiesel,’’
such as that made from soybean oil, and a half-penny per percentage for biodiesel
made from other sources, like recycled cooking oil. It will lower the cost of biodiesel
to consumers in taxable and tax exempt markets.
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As you are aware, the biodiesel tax incentive will expire December 31, 2006.
While the tax incentives have been successful in boosting the demand, the biodiesel
industry is a young industry and it will certainly continue requiring support beyond
2006. For this reason, soybean farmers and biodiesel businesses have made the ex-
tension of the tax incentive their top priority for 2005.

With Congress considering comprehensive energy legislation, it is critical we re-
tain this extension as was passed in the Senate bill. Thanks to Senate Finance Com-
mittee Chairman Chuck Grassley (R-IA), the bill extends the biodiesel tax incentive
through December 31, 2010, offers tax incentives for farmers who wish to build bio-
diesel plants, and tax incentives for fueling infrastructure for B20 blends at retail
stations. The provisions have received strong bipartisan support from leaders such
as Senator Blanche Lincoln (D-AR) and Representative Kenny Hulshof (R-MO).—

THE FUTURE

Mr. Chairman, while the tax extension is critical to the long term viability of bio-
diesel, one thing that will enhance the growth of biodiesel is the RFS. With rising
crude oil and fuel prices hurting consumers, and record petroleum imports exacer-
bating our trade imbalance, we need to be maximizing the use of home-grown bio-
diesel. Enacting an RFS that would provide a market of 8 billion gallons by 2012
demonstrates a firm commitment to reducing this Nation’s foreign oil dependence
while providing a significant impact to the American economy.

The production and use of 8 billion gallons of biodiesel, ethanol and other renew-
able fuels by 2012 will displace over 2 billion barrels of crude oil and reduce the
outflow of dollars largely to foreign oil producers by $64.1 billion between 2005 and
2012. As a result of the RFS, America’s dependence on imported oil will be reduced
from an estimated 68 percent to 62 percent.

The renewable fuels sector will spend an estimated $6 billion to build 4.3 billion
gallons of new ethanol and biodiesel capacity between 2005 and 2012, and nearly
$70 billion on goods and services required to produce 8 billion gallons of ethanol and
biodiesel by 2012. Purchases of corn, grain sorghum, soybeans, corn stover and
wheat straw alone will total $43 billion between 2005 and 2012.

SKY IS THE LIMIT

The reality is that the biodiesel industry is positioning itself to meet greater de-
mand by welcoming new producers to the fuel market. Demand has been stimulated
in part by the passage of a Federal tax incentive.

Mr. Chairman, currently, 32 biodiesel plants are operating and 23 biodiesel are
being constructed or considered. In total, the 55 eligible plants have the potential
to add more than 350 million gallons of domestically produced biodiesel to the trans-
portation fuels marketplace at a time when domestic fuels supplies are extremely
tight.

Investment in expanding renewable fuels industries in biodiesel and ethanol, offer
many benefits to the U.S. production facilities across America’s countryside serve as
local economic engines, providing high-paying jobs, capital investment opportunities,
increased local tax revenue, and value-added markets for family farmers. In addi-
tion to the economic development impacts these industries have on our economy, re-
newable fuels are an important component of this country’s strategy to diversify its
energy portfolio and reduce our dependence upon foreign sources of oil.In closing,
Mr. Chairman, the importance of biodiesel as an alternative fuel to the Nation’s
economy has never been greater, and its value promises to grow even larger. Oil
prices are at all-time highs and are once again threatening the American economy.
It is time for the U.S. embrace energy policies that will help farmers, improve our
energy security, protect the environment, and stimulate our economy.

STATEMENT OF LORI A. PERINE

The American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA) welcomes this opportunity to
present its views, and potential for fulfilling, the 8 billion gallon renewable fuel
standard, as proposed in H.R. 3081. The forest products industry can be an impor-
tant resource in accomplishing the legislation’s biofuel goals. The proposed man-
dates will provide an important incentive to drive private/public investments in In-
tegrated Forest Products Biorefineries (IFPBs), which have the potential to annually
produce nearly 2 billion gallons of ethanol and another 1.09 million barrels (oil
equivalent) of other renewable transportation fuels. This will facilitate growth of do-
mestic production capacity for renewable fuels using the industry’s existing infra-
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structure. In addition to re-invigorating a critical sector of the U.S. economy, IFPBs
could revitalize the primarily rural communities where our industry is based. Fi-
nally, introduction of IFPBs will advance national goals for energy, environmental
performance, and economic competitiveness of U.S. industries.

THE FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

AF&PA is the national trade association of the forest and paper industry and rep-
resents more than 200 member companies and related associations that engage in
or represent the manufacturers of pulp, paper, paperboard, and wood products. The
forest products industry is proud to be one of the Nation’s primary materials manu-
facturers, making products that literally touch every facet of our society. Our indus-
try accounts for approximately 7 percent of total U.S. manufacturing output, em-
ploys 1.3 million people, and ranks among the top 10 manufacturing employers in
42 States with an estimated payroll of $50 billion.

As is the case with many U.S. manufacturing industries, we face serious domestic
and international challenges. Since 1997, 101 pulp and paper mills have closed in
the U.S., resulting in a loss of 70,000 jobs, or 32 percent of our workforce. An addi-
tional 67,000 jobs have been lost in the wood products industry since 1997. New ca-
pacity growth is now taking place in other countries, where forestry, labor, and envi-
ronmental practices may not be as responsible as those in the U.S. In addition,
globalization, aging process infrastructure, few technology breakthroughs, as well as
recent financial performance and environmental concerns, hinder the ability of U.S.
companies to make new investments. Each year without new investments, new tech-
nologies and new revenue streams, we lose ground to our overseas competitors.

AGENDA 2020: CREATING VALUE THROUGH INNOVATION

One approach being taken by our industry to address these challenges is rep-
resented by Agenda 2020, our industry’s technology alliance. Agenda 2020 was initi-
ated in 1994 in partnership with the Department of Energy to improve energy effi-
ciency and accelerate the delivery of new technologies to our manufacturing proc-
esses. Now organized as a membership alliance within AF&PA, Agenda 2020 is
building on a decade of tangible results to expand its Federal and State partner-
ships, and establish new international and cross-industry collaborations. Current
Federal partnerships, in addition to the existing efforts with the Department of En-
ergy, include projects with the U.S. Forest Service and the CSREES (Cooperative
State Research, Education and Extension Service) programs of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA), as well as the National Science Foundation.

Agenda 2020’s technology initiatives leverage these collaborative partnerships to
drive innovation in the forest products industry’s processes, materials, and markets.
Technology objectives are defined to address shared industry and national strategic
goals. The research, development and deployment (RD&D) projects coordinated
through Agenda 2020 provide the foundation for new technology-driven business
models. The objective is to create options to meet industry’s competitive challenges,
while contributing solutions to strategic national needs associated with energy, the
environment, and the economy.

Agenda 2020 builds on our industry’s strategic advantage as stewards of abun-
dant, renewable and sustainable forest materials. Since we are also owners of the
fundamental infrastructure for its conversion, our industry has the potential to
produce new renewable bio-based products—fiber, fuels, chemicals, and power—with
‘‘smart’’ properties and high performance characteristics. Agenda 2020 initiatives
are designed to use emerging technologies, such as biotechnology and
nanotechnology, coupled with breakthrough advances in process and conversion
technologies, to create and capture value from both new and traditional products.

INTEGRATED FOREST PRODUCTS BIOREFINERIES (IFPBS)

Through Agenda 2020’s Advancing the Forest Biorefinery initiative, the forest
products industry can evolve existing infrastructure to develop Integrated Forest
Products Biorefineries (IFPB)—geographically distributed facilities that process both
forest and agricultural materials to produce renewable ″green″ bio-energy and bio-
products This can be done while preserving existing traditional product lines, creat-
ing higher skilled and better paying jobs, strengthening rural communities, and
opening new domestic and international markets for forest products companies.
These IFPBs would contribute to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and depend-
ence on foreign fossil fuel by substituting domestic, renewable ligno-cellulosic mate-
rials as the feedstock for products now derived from nonrenewable carbon. If fully
developed and commercialized, these technologies could produce enormous energy
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and environmental benefits for the industry and the Nation both, including contrib-
uting to a diversified, more secure national energy supply. Early estimates show an
industry-wide potential to reduce fossil energy consumption by over 250 TBTUs/yr,
with an additional benefit of cutting approximately 40 million tons of carbon emis-
sions annually.

The general IFPB concept features both cultivation and conversion of ligno-cel-
lulosic materials to produce bio-energy and bioproducts in conjunction with manu-
facturing traditional forest products. High-quality feedstocks can be cultivated in
specially engineered softwood and hardwood plantations. Once the trees have been
harvested, IFPBs present opportunities to make bio-based fuels or chemicals at sev-
eral points in the manufacturing process. Hemicelluloses can be extracted from re-
siduals from wood manufacturing or from wood chips destined for pulping. The
hemicelluloses are then converted to ethanol or chemical intermediates. After the
wood has been pulped, the residual pulping liquors can be gasified. The resulting
synthetic gas can be converted to electric power, transportation fuels (including eth-
anol), hydrogen, and/or to high value chemicals.

Agenda 2020 is focusing on three component areas to develop and implement the
enabling technologies for the IFPB:

• Value Prior to Pulping seeks cost-effective, high-yield processes to separate and
extract selected components from wood prior to pulping, and to process the extracted
components to produce commercially viable chemical and liquid fuel products. Re-
searchers are particularly interested in extracting hemicelluloses for conversion to
ethanol or a biochemical feedstock. Commercial-scale demonstrations of these tech-
nologies are possible in 3 years. Assuming adoption by 75 percent of existing Kraft
pulp mills, potential annual production of ethanol would be in the range of 1.9 to
2.4 billion gallons.

• New Value Streams from Residuals and Spent Pulping Liquors addresses the
opportunity to manufacture bio-products from the co-products of the pulping process.
The objective is to use gasification technologies to convert biomass, including forest
residues and spent pulping liquor (black liquor), into a synthetic gas (syngas), which
subsequently is converted into liquid fuels, power, chemicals and other high-value
materials. These IFPB processes will maximize utilization of energy streams and
minimize waste. Gasification technologies are currently being commercialized, and
the processes to convert to transportation fuels could come online within 5 years.
The potential production volume for renewable fuels is 1.09 million barrels. Addi-
tional research in syngas fermentation would be needed to support ethanol produc-
tion.

• Sustainable Forest Productivity applies biotechnology and nanotechnology
breakthroughs to sustainable forestry to manage U.S. forest land at a high intensity
to supply affordable, sustainable biomass supplies of high quality. This longer-term
research focuses on developing fast-growing biomass plantations designed to produce
economic, high-quality feedstocks for bio-energy and bio-products. From an energy
‘‘life-cycle’’ perspective, these feedstocks could be vastly superior to the current use
of crops or residues. In the short-term, IFPBs will draw from an abundant sustain-
able supply of forest-based biomass (estimated by USDA and DOE to be 368 million
dry tons/year), which is 2.5 times current consumption. In the long term, the ad-
vanced forest management practices and customized biomass cultivation enabled by
this research will not only augment IFPB yield, but will also lead to healthier for-
ests.

The forest products industry’s manufacturing facilities are an ideal foundation to
develop the IFPB. Those facilities, which today produce pulp, paper and wood prod-
ucts, also are geared to collect and process biomass. Rather than creating a ‘‘green-
field’’ operation, additional bioconversion or thermochemical processes can be built
around existing mills (either as extensions of the mill or as ‘‘across-the-fence’’ oper-
ations) to generate bio-energy or manufacture bio-products. This presents industry
with dramatic potential to increase the productivity and profitability of its manufac-
turing infrastructure. Possible benefits include: improved efficiency of raw material
utilization, protection of traditional product lines, creation of higher skilled and bet-
ter paying jobs, and access to new domestic and international markets for bio-en-
ergy and bio-products.

The choice of whether to manufacture power, fuels and/or chemicals would be
driven by mill economics and location. The 8 billion gallon renewable fuel standard
proposed in H.R. 3081 could provide an important market signal to drive private/
public investments in RD&D need to bring IFPB technologies into full commercial
use. This is especially important to our industry, as our renewable fuel production
capabilities will kick in more fully after 2009.
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The IFPB uses an abundant, renewable, sustainable resource: forest material. Be-
cause forest material is carbon neutral, the bio-energy it produces helps reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Bio-energy also helps ease dependence on foreign fossil
fuel by substituting for products now derived from nonrenewable carbon. By install-
ing key IFPB technologies such as black liquor gasification, existing facilities could
reduce emissions by 80–90 percent. Since forest products mills are located through-
out the country, renewable bio-based fuels can be supplied more economically
throughout the country. This improves both the diversity and security of the na-
tional energy supply.

Both the U.S. national and regional economies stand to benefit from implementa-
tion of the IFPB. Global competition has led to numerous domestic mill closings as
production moves overseas. These closings impact mostly rural communities. The
IFPB offers an opportunity to preserve high paying, skilled jobs and revitalize man-
ufacturing facilities in these communities—all while creating a new domestic bio-
industry based on one of the world’s largest sustainable biomass supplies.

These benefits cannot be realized if forest products mills continue to move over-
seas. H.R. 3081 would assist the development of domestic market demand that will
make it economically feasible to keep operating existing infrastructure and install
IFPBs throughout the country.

WORKING TOGETHER TO ADDRESS KEY CHALLENGES

Our industry welcomes the opportunity to work with the committee to address
some key challenges to realizing our potential as an important contributor to na-
tional biofuels goals.

First, there are various definitions for renewable energy, biomass, and cellulosic
fuels in Federal legislation and in the Federal agencies. Wood and other ligno-cel-
lulosic materials have three primary components: cellulose, hemicellulose, and
lignin. Some Federal definitions exclude one or more of these key components, all
of which can be converted to carbon neutral, renewable energy. At present, many
companies in our industry produce energy from both cellulose (ethanol) and lignin
(electric power). With IFPB technology, it will also be possible for us to directly con-
vert hemicellulose to ethanol, and convert the lignin-based materials to a variety of
bio-fuels and/or chemicals. Some of this technical capability will be transferable to
the agricultural industry. Our industry would like to work with Congress and the
relevant Federal agencies to construct an inclusive definition of biomass and/or re-
newable energy which includes the cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin content of
forest materials.

Second, sustained and adequate funding of RD&D partnerships are essential to
overcome remaining barriers to achieving IFPB technical goals. For our industry,
strong and sustained partnerships with the Federal Government are essential for
accelerating the development and adoption of the new technologies. This is particu-
larly important for the IFPB, where adequate co-investment for RD&D can help
mitigate the technical risks (especially integration with capital-intensive, legacy in-
frastructure) of early adopters of emerging IFPB technologies. Our industry plans
to continue to work with Congress in order to ensure adequate overall funding of
the joint USDA/DOE biomass research program and to ensure inclusion of forest in-
dustry priorities for development of IFPB enabling technologies and demonstration
of integrated forest-based biorefineries.

Third, federally-funded research institutions such as the U.S. Forest Service’s For-
est Products Laboratory (FPL) are home to scientific expertise and research facili-
ties that the industry relies upon to address IFPB research goals. The FPL’s capa-
bilities have been diluted by budget difficulties that have delayed facilities construc-
tion and resulted in cuts in scientific staff. Our industry would like to work with
you to recommend programmatic restructuring within FPL, to make more effective
use of its research capabilities to meet both industry technical needs and USFS mis-
sion imperatives.

NEXT STEPS

Transforming forest products mills into IFPBs promises to reinvent the forest
products industry and rapidly advance national goals for energy, environmental per-
formance, and new domestic bioindustry. We look forward to working with this com-
mittee and other Members of Congress to maximize the industry role in contributing
to these goals. The forest products industry recognizes the existing opportunities to
advance these goals in both H.R. 3081, as well as the ongoing energy bill conference
process. We also realize the potential for achieving these goals within the context
of the 2007 farm bill. As this committee begins to work towards the reauthorization
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of the farm bill, we look forward to working with you to ensure all opportunities
are realized.

STATEMENT OF JAMES MASON

Good morning, Chairman Goodlatte, and thank you and the committee for the op-
portunity to testify here today. The National Turkey Federation and the National
Chicken Council have concerns about the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS) as con-
tained in H.R. 3081 and in both versions of the energy bill. Mandating the use of
a certain quantity of fuel ethanol directly impacts the demand for corn, which in
turn directly impacts the economic viability of animal agriculture to feed corn. This
hearing can serve as an important opportunity to more fully address the issues con-
fronting livestock and poultry production with respect to the RFS.

It is our hope that our comments and efforts can contribute to an energy policy
that provides for a renewable fuels program that does not jeopardize the more than
40,000 family farms involved in producing chickens and turkeys for American con-
sumers.

My name is Jim Mason, and I am general manager of the Virginia Poultry Grow-
ers Cooperative (VPGC), which is headquartered in Hinton, Virginia. I previously
worked for more than 20 years as a senior executive with Wampler-Longacre, Inc.,
including serving as president of Wampler Foods from 1993 to 1997. I am a former
executive committee and officer of the National Turkey Federation and a past presi-
dent of the Virginia Poultry Federation. During my years at Wampler Foods, I also
was an active member of the National Chicken Council.

The VPGC was created last year after Pilgrim’s Pride decided to consolidate all
its turkey processing operations into the company’s Pennsylvania facilities. Through
your many efforts, Mr. Chairman, the hard work of local leaders in the Shenandoah
Valley and the cooperation of Pilgrim’s Pride during the transition process, we were
able to form the VPGC and to continue providing a processing outlet for 143 family
farmers, who otherwise might have been forced to give up turkey production on
their farms.

Today, the VPGC is processing the turkeys raised in Virginia and West Virginia
into 150 million pounds of high-quality, nutritious turkey products, and we are em-
ploying 530 people at our plant in Hinton. We are extremely proud of what we have
accomplished in a short period of time, we are grateful for the strong support of peo-
ple like yourself and we are extremely optimistic about our future.

But, make no mistake about it: we are a start-up operation. Like all new compa-
nies, the first few months and years are going to be critical to our long-term success.
We remain extremely vulnerable to outside forces that could undermine our profit-
ability and long-term success. That’s why we have grave concerns about H.R. 3081,
about the energy bill now pending in conference committee and about the general
concept of a Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS).

Feed can account for as much as 70 percent of the cost of raising poultry. On some
individual farms, the percentages can be even higher. Corn by far is the number-
one ingredient in poultry feed rations. The availability and cost of feed has a direct
impact on the profitability of poultry producers and on the profitability of those who
process their products.

For example, in the mid–1990’s, grain supplies became very tight, with the corn
stocks-to-use ratio dropping well below 10 percent. In such a tight market, competi-
tion for the limited corn supplies was fierce, and feed costs soared to record levels,
more than 30 cents per pound for turkeys in 1996. As a result, the turkey industry
was losing almost seven cents on every pound it produced. A variety of market
forces increased the grain supply during the late 1990’s, and feed costs dropped at
one point to below 20 cents per pound. During that period, the industry made an
average of more than 10 cents on each pound of turkey sold.

The chicken industry can tell a similar story. Only twice in recent memory has
chicken production decreased from 1 year to the next. In both those instances, it
was the result of the Federal Government imposing policies that disrupted normal
market forces and conditions.

Clearly, access to grain that is available in an open and competitive market is
vital to the success of livestock and poultry operations. That is why our organiza-
tions, and the family farmers and companies we represent, appreciate the oppor-
tunity to talk to you about the energy policy provisions that could, during a shortfall
in the normal corn harvest, result in severe disruptions to poultry producers and
processors.

H.R. 3081 and the Senate version of the energy bill both call for refiners to blend
eight billion gallons of ‘‘renewable fuel’’ into gasoline by 2012. The House version
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of the energy bill provides a slightly more modest mandate of five billion gallons
by 2012.

Proponents of the RFS claim that the standard will help further America’s energy
independence while having a minimal effect on the market for livestock and poultry
feed. I’m going to focus strictly on the second claim.

Those who support the RFS say livestock and poultry producers do not need to
worry about the feed markets because the trend line on corn yields is increasing,
thus ensuring corn harvests will routinely look like last year’s 11.8 billion-bushel
crop. They say that gasoline refiners will increasingly use products other than corn-
based ethanol to meet the Renewable Fuels Standard. And, they point out that re-
fining corn into ethanol produces dried distillers’ grains (DDGs) that can be used
in feed rations.

We sincerely hope the ethanol proponents are right on the first two points. The
trend line for corn yields is increasing, but we must remember that a trend line does
not predict the size of a harvest in any individual year. It was just 3 years ago that
we had a nine billion-bushel corn crop, and—as the growing concerns about dry
weather this year in the Midwest indicate—there always is a risk that individual
corn harvests will be short. We also agree that there will be a greater diversity of
renewable fuels by 2012, but the corn-based ethanol industry will have a capacity
of 4.4 billion gallons by the end of the year. They have a tremendous head start
on their competitors. We appreciate the committee’s efforts in H.R. 3081 to encour-
age development of a wider variety of renewable fuels, but it will be several years,
at best, before we enjoy the benefits of those provisions.

Finally, dried distiller’s grains cannot replace corn on a one-to-one basis. The eth-
anol refining process removes the starch, leaving only protein in the DDGs. Poultry
generally can utilize no more than 10 percent DDGs in feed rations, and when we
use DDGs, we have to add supplemental lysine to the ration. Put simply, there is
little room for additional DDG consumption.

That’s why our message today is relatively simple: when the final energy legisla-
tion is written, Congress should approve a reasonable RFS and, at the same time,
should include provisions that explicitly protect animal agriculture producers in the
event of a corn crop shortage or outright failure.

Right now, about 11 percent of the corn crop is being diverted to ethanol. At eight
billion gallons, under the wrong circumstances, the RFS could divert almost 35 per-
cent of the corn crop to ethanol. Under the best circumstances, an 8 billion-gallon
RFS would divert more than 20 percent of the corn crop to ethanol. By contrast,
a realistically bad year at 5 billion gallons would divert about 20 percent of the corn
crop. Basically, a good year at eight billion gallons is still marginally worse for live-
stock and poultry than a bad year at 5 billion gallons. That is why the National
Chicken Council and the National Turkey Federation strongly urge Congress to
adopt the 5 billion-gallon RFS contained in the House version of the energy bill.

Congress also should recognize that an RFS at any level could put livestock and
poultry producers at a competitive disadvantage in a tight corn market. Because
gasoline refiners will be mandated by the RFS to purchase a specific amount of re-
newable fuel, an increase in corn prices will not affect ethanol producers in the
same way as livestock and poultry producers. If you can pass along the majority—
perhaps all—of your cost increases to the consumer, you can afford to bid more for
corn.

Historically, when feed costs increase, livestock and poultry producers begin liq-
uidating their flocks and herds to cut costs and increase the chances of financial
survival. There is no Federal mandate to purchase meat and poultry, so these over-
loads on the market drive down retail prices, severely limiting the ability of produc-
ers to pass their cost increases along to consumers. Only the livestock and poultry
producers with the deepest pockets can survive in such an environment. That’s why
a ‘‘pressure-relief valve’’ is a reasonable safety precaution.

Both NCC and NTF strongly recommend Congress include a provision in the RFS
that would protect livestock and poultry producers from a crop disaster. You will
find a copy of our proposal attached to our written statement. This amendment
would require a review by EPA, USDA and the Energy Department if the corn
stocks-to-use ratio falls below 15 percent. It would require an adjustment of the RFS
if the stocks-to-use ratio drops below 10 percent, which as I noted at the outset, is
the level at which livestock and poultry producers almost always begin to experience
a financial crisis.

Poultry producers understand that feed costs will go up when corn supplies are
short, and we accept that market risk. We would ask Congress to recognize that the
RFS in certain situations could have a market-distorting effect and that Congress
provide us with a way to alleviate at least some portion of the potential market dis-
ruption.
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We think this is a fair proposal and one that—if history is any indicator—would
be utilized only rarely. The risk to ethanol proponents in this proposal is minimal,
and we would hope Congress would consider it a reasonable trade-off, given the sig-
nificant market advantages the ethanol industry will be gaining in the RFS. If etha-
nol proponents are asking us and Congress to bet on the projection of great future
corn crops, it doesn’t seem inappropriate to ask those proponents to share that gam-
ble to a very small way.

One final note on our proposed amendment: the waiver language in H.R. 3081 and
the waiver language in both versions of the energy bill will not work. The waiver
process is too lengthy; by the time any waiver was granted, the damage would be
done. The waiver proposals in the bills also make the waiver decision entirely dis-
cretionary on the part of the EPA administrator. We want to make the process less
subjective and less political and to ensure that any RFS adjustment provides a real
benefit to livestock and poultry producers.

We thank you for the opportunity to testify, and we would be pleased to answer
any questions you may have.
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STATEMENT OF DAVE FREDERICKSON

Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Peterson, members of the committee, I am
Dave Frederickson, president of the National Farmers Union. Thank you for conven-
ing this hearing on the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS) and how our farmers and
ranchers can participate in the development of a comprehensive energy policy for
the United States.

It is especially timely as the energy bill conferees are meeting as we speak to
hammer out the differences between the House and Senate energy packages, both
of which contain distinctly different Renewable Fuels Standards.

Let me make one thing clear from the start, National Farmers Union, and a wide
coalition of farm groups and the ethanol and biodiesel industry, supports the Senate
position for the RFS in the energy conference committee proceedings, and that lan-
guage is reflected in your legislation.

I want to specifically thank you and Mr. Peterson along with Mr. Gutknecht, Ms.
Herseth, Mr. King, Mr. Osborne, Mr. Boswell, Mr. Moran, Mr. Salazar, and others
for recently introducing the Renewable Fuels Act of 2005. Your legislation, and the
Senate RFS language, would establish a strong renewable fuels standard mandate
for the use of eight billion gallon of ethanol in our Nation’s transportation fuels by
2012, and it contains tough waiver language and anti-backsliding provisions to pro-
tect gains we have made in the Clean Air Act.

We encourage you to insist on this language in the final energy conference report.
Our farmers and ranchers will settle for no less than 8 billion gallons by 2012, and
the other important and vital language included in your legislation and the Senate
energy package.

This robust RFS would more than double the production and use of domestic re-
newable fuels produced from biomass, and will create vital opportunities for family
farmers and ranchers and their rural communities.

Over the last 5 years, we have worked diligently with Senator Lugar, Senator
Johnson, Senator Talent, former Senator Daschle, and others to craft this carefully
balanced legislation. I can think of no legislation in the past few years that has cre-
ated such enthusiasm, and hope, in farm and ranch country.

A strong RFS would increase domestic demand for surplus farm commodities,
lower Federal outlays of Federal farm subsidies, improve the environment, and de-
crease our reliance of foreign oil. Our farmers and ranchers want to be part of our
Nation’s energy solution, and we are ready and willing to work hard.

The RFS framework outlined in your legislation, and in the RFS provisions in the
Senate energy package, will send a strong signal towards the launch of a com-
prehensive national renewable fuels program that will benefit all of us. Americans
deserve a comprehensive, bi-partisan, and meaningful renewable fuels standard that
addresses today’s pressing energy needs.

Farmers urgently want to participate in the production of renewable fuels in
America, and have entered innovative markets—including renewable fuels produc-
tion by forming cooperatives. Due in part to an encouraging public policy in the
2002 farm bill, ethanol and biodiesel production cooperatives are flourishing. In fact,
in the agriculture sector where markets are increasingly controlled by a handful of
large multinational companies, ethanol production markets appear to be one of the
few U.S. markets that have become more competitive.

Farmers and ranchers in America fight to be self-sustaining and look for opportu-
nities to expand their rural communities, and farmer-owned ethanol and biodiesel
cooperatives are a useful tool to meet those goals. The success of these cooperatives
is proof that forward-looking policy can produce positive ripple effects for rural
America. The National Farmers Union firmly believes the RFS will help continue
that economic growth.

Our members recognize the importance of encouraging renewable fuel use. This
past February, delegates to the NFU annual convention approved a ‘‘special order
of business’’’ encouraging the production of ‘‘fuels from the farm’’. In fact, National
Farmers Union policy shows that as far back as 1978, when ‘‘gasohol’’ was the pre-
vailing term, our members supported a mandate for ethanol use in gasoline way
back then, and we have continued to work on this policy ever since. We are deter-
mined.

Today, five Farmers Union’s State chapters operate a cooperative in Redwood
Falls, Minnesota, that is producing biodiesel from rendered animal fats and oils, and
a farmer-owned biodiesel production facility is being constructed in North Dakota
in addition to a large ethanol plant in Oklahoma, both sponsored by our members.

House and Senate RFS legislation also provides a tax incentive for biodiesel that
will be extremely important in stimulating new production of biodiesel from both
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soybeans as well as from animal fats. We strongly support extending the biodiesel
tax incentive to 2010.

Over the past 6 years, we have worked with the Governor’s Ethanol Coalition,
other farm and commodity organizations, the renewable fuels industry, and public
health advocates to develop consensus support for the nationwide use of ethanol and
biodiesel. I am proud of our members and their policies that have led the way to-
wards a sound future for domestically produced, clean alternative fuels. It is vital
that our farmers and ranchers participate in the solutions that will help revitalize
our rural communities, and improve our national energy security and air quality.

We believe the future of the ethanol and biodiesel industry depends upon the con-
struction and operation of facilities throughout the Nation, such as the biodiesel pro-
duction facility that the president visited recently in rural Virginia.

We recognize that previous attempts to pass comprehensive energy legislation
have been hindered by the debate over liability protection for the makers of the fuel
additive MtBE. It is critical that Congress establish a means of ensuring that past
and future MtBE contamination is cleaned up, without creating new financial bur-
dens for states and municipalities.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I would like to explore
with you at some later date the concept of a Strategic Renewable Energy Reserve,
based on the model of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve. We feel that in order to
stimulate and protect the growth of a robust RFS, it would be strategic that a lim-
ited, renewable energy commodity reserve be established to defend the economic fea-
sibility of a national renewable fuels program. It seems logical to us that at some
point we should stabilize the availability of affordable energy feed stocks for an ex-
panding RFS, and in our proposal, this renewable commodity feed stock reserve
would be isolated from the traditional, commercial agricultural market. We’d be glad
to brief you and your staff on this matter at any convenient time.

A strong, robust, and environmentally sound national Renewable Fuels Standard
will allow and encourage the expansion of renewable energy resources from agri-
culture that will reduce our dependence on foreign oil, be an integral part of a na-
tional energy plan, provide enhanced environmental benefits and, importantly for
producers, boost farm income in both the short and long-term.

We continue to be committed to working with you as the House and Senate con-
siders energy legislation in the coming weeks to see that these provisions become
law, and thank you for the opportunity to share these priorities with you.
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